
Evacuating offshore working barges from a land reclamation site in storm1

emergencies2

Abstract3

This paper investigates a barge evacuation planning problem (BEPP) that can arise during land
reclamation projects. The problem was motivated by the issue faced in actual practice by the Hong
Kong International Airport (HKIA). In this problem, a fleet of heterogeneous barges working at
an offshore land reclamation site needs to be evacuated to coastal shelters prior to the arrival of
a storm. Having no propulsion power of their own, these barges must be towed by tug boats in
order to be evacuated. The problem under consideration is very complicated since it involves a
series of inter-correlated assignment and scheduling decisions at different planning levels. To solve
the problem, this paper first formulates the problem as a nonlinear Mixed Integer Programming
(MIP) model. The model is then linearized. We further proved that the BEPP is NP-hard in the
strong sense. In view of the complexity of the problem, a tailored heuristic method is proposed.
Extensive numerical experiments and a case study are performed, and the results demonstrate
the effectiveness and efficiency of the solution method. Land reclamation projects have become
increasingly popular in recent years, and the proposed method is applicable to solving BEPPs
arising in similar scenarios.
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1. Introduction5

As one potential solution to satisfying the increasing demand for new land for living and6

development, offshore land reclamation has become increasingly popular in coastal areas around the7

globe (Mart́ın-Antón et al., 2016). In the past, many coastal countries, such as China (Wang et al.,8

2014), Japan (Suzuki, 2003), South Korea (Son and Wang, 2009), Singapore (Glaser et al., 1991),9

the Netherlands (Hoeksema, 2007), and the UK (OSPAR Commission, 2008), have conducted10

massive land reclamation projects for coastal city expansion, both for land space for industrial and11

agricultural development in coastal areas, and for defense against storm surges.12

Various types of working vessels are needed for a land reclamation project. Figure 1 shows13

the land reclamation project for the Hong Kong International Airport (HKIA). It is noticed that14

most of these vessels are non-self-propelled working barges that rely on the assistance of tug boats15

to move. In land reclamation projects, the most commonly used barge types include pontoons,16

floating cranes, sanding barges, flat bottom barges, and pump dredgers. Barges used in a land17

reclamation project site are usually large in size; for example, a floating crane can be nearly 10018

meters long and weigh more than 20,000 tons.19

Barges are extremely vulnerable to severe weather conditions (e.g., storms at sea). Therefore,20

to ensure safety, working barges must be evacuated from a land reclamation project site to shelters21

(i.e., coastal harbors) before storms arrive. Barge evacuation is a very complicated problem. This22

is because (i) the number of working barges can be very large (a medium-scaled reclamation project23

may have more than 50 barges working simultaneously), (ii) the evacuation time window can be24

narrow (all barges need to be evacuated within no more than 2 or 3 days, which is basically the25
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Figure 1: Barges working for a land reclamation project (source: HKIA).

time interval between the forecast and arrival of a storm), and (iii) evacuation involves careful26

coordination among the barges and various limited resources (e.g., tug boats, site channels, and27

shelters).28

As one of the world’s busiest airports, HKIA is currently conducting a huge land reclamation29

project for constructing its third runway system (3RS) in order to meet its ever-growing air traffic30

demand (Hong Kong International Airport, 2018). Hong Kong is located in a region that frequently31

suffers from typhoons during the summer period from June to October. When a typhoon is forecast,32

the barges must be evacuated from the 3RS project site to a group of shelters prior to the arrival33

of the typhoon.34

The Barge Evacuation Planning Problem (BEPP) that arises for HKIA has a complex structure35

and involves decisions at different planning levels. To be more specific, at the strategic level the36

construction party (i.e., HKIA) must decide the assignment of shelters to barges. Following this, the37

assignment of tug boats among the various procedures of the evacuation must be determined at the38

tactical level (the evacuation of barges consists of three procedures, including in-site tugging, open-39

sea tugging, and in-shelter tugging). Finally, decisions regarding the times at which to start each40

procedure for evacuating each barge, as well as the tug boats assigned to serve each barge in each41

procedure, must be made at the operational level. Note that these decisions are interconnected,42

which makes the problem even harder. To better present the problem, we will formulate it as a43

Mixed Integer Programming (MIP) model. We also demonstrate that the problem is NP-hard in44

the strong sense. In view of its complexity, a heuristic algorithm, which takes advantage of special45

features of the problem, is proposed to solve the problem efficiently.46

Evacuation is a hot topic in transportation studies, and most studies in this area focus on the47

evacuation of residents under emergency situations. The major topics include (i) behavior modeling48

of evacuees (e.g., Ng et al., 2015 and Fry and Binner, 2016), (ii) evacuation network planning for49

residents (e.g., Stepanov and Smith, 2009 and Xie et al., 2010), and (iii) evacuation planning and50

control (e.g., Yi et al., 2017 and Karabuk and Manzour, 2019). For a comprehensive understanding51

of researches on evacuation planning and management of residents, refer to the recent surveys of52

Murray-Tuite and Wolshon (2013) and Bayram (2016).53

It is noticed that the evacuation of vessels under emergency situations has attracted limited54

attention compared with the rich literature on the evacuation of residents and, to the best of our55

knowledge, there are no existing studies that focus on the evacuation of non-self-propelled barges.56

Some studies focus on the evacuation of self-propelled vessels under emergencies. One of such57
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studies was conducted by Pitana and Kobayashi (2009). In their work, an evacuation problem was58

considered for vessels in Osaka Bay in Japan that were threatened by a tsunami. They applied a59

simulation-based method to optimize the evacuation sequence among the vessels. In another study,60

Zhao et al. (2017) considered a fishing boat evacuation problem during typhoon emergencies. The61

problem they studied is by nature an assignment problem between a set of fishing boats and a set62

of harbors, and to solve the problem efficiently they proposed a simulated annealing heuristic.63

Each year, there are various land reclamation projects underway globally, and most of them64

may face similar barge evacuation problems, just like HKIA. For example, in October 2018 the65

Hong Kong government announced a huge land reclamation project for the construction of an66

artificial island with a total area of about 1700 hectares (Hong Kong Government, 2018). On top67

of that, a number of land reclamation projects are currently underway or going to be conducted in68

Japan (Japan Property Central, 2018) and Monaco (Scott, 2018), where storms frequently visit.69

Hence, our method which is proposed to solve HKIA’s case can provide a reference for solving the70

BEPPs arising in other land reclamation projects.71

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a detailed description72

of the considered problem. In Section 3, we formulate an MIP model for the problem, discuss73

its complexity, and present the solution procedure. To test the performance of the algorithm, we74

conduct extensive numerical experiments and a case study in Section 4. Our findings and the75

managerial insights are discussed in Section 5. Finally, we present the conclusions and future76

research directions in Section 6.77

2. The Barge Evacuation Planning Problem78

Currently, a fleet of working barges is hired by HKIA (i.e., the construction party) for a land79

reclamation project in an offshore area where the 3RS is being built. As shown in Figure 2, when80

an approaching storm is forecast, these barges must be evacuated from the project site to a group81

of shelters prior to the deadline (i.e., the time when the storm arrives).82
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Figure 2: An overview of the barge evacuation (source: HKIA).

The BEPP is to assign a set of resources (i.e., tug boats, site channels, and shelter slots) and83

schedule the evacuation procedures (i.e, leaving the site, sailing in the open sea, and berthing84

into the shelter) among barges in order to evacuate all of them to shelters before the deadline.85

Considering that the cost of renting a barge is very high (e.g. for a medium size floating crane, the86
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daily rent cost is up to 100,000 US dollars), it is crucial to postpone the evacuation start time for87

as long as possible so as to reduce the non-working hours of the barges.88

In the next part of this section, we will first introduce the necessary resources in Section 2.1,89

and then the procedures of the evacuation are explained in Section 2.2. The resource assignment90

is illustrated in Section 2.3 and the decisions and the objective for the whole problem are provided91

in Section 2.4.92

2.1. Barges and Evacuation-supporting Resources93

Barges used in the project are non-self-propelled vessels with special engineering functions. Tug94

boats are necessary when a barge moves from one site to another. The barges are heterogeneous95

in terms of (i) length, (ii) draft, and (iii) height. Figure 3 demonstrates an example of a tugging96

operation involving a loading crane barge.97

Tug boat

Barge

Figure 3: An illustration for tugging operations (Dana, 2009).

The resources used in an evacuation include tug boats, site channels, and shelters. Tug boats98

are used to assist the barges to evacuate. They can be generally classified into two categories,99

according to their Bollard Pulls (BP). The BP of Light Tugs (LT) is less than 100 tons and can100

only be used for tugging operations within the project site and the shelters; the BP of Heavy Tugs101

(HT) is no less than 100 tons and can be used for tugging barges both across the open sea and in102

the project site or the shelters. Note that the number of tug boats needed to move barges varies103

according to different evacuation procedures, and may also vary for barges of different size (i.e.,104

larger barges typically require more tug boats). Figure 4 shows the layout of the project site. It105

is noted that only three channels allow barges to enter or leave the site, and that all of these are106

narrow waterways that link the project site with the open sea.107

When barges reach the shelters, they also need to be berthed at certain berthages or moored108

using buoys prior to the arrival of the storm, and then stay in the shelters until the storm has109

passed. A shelter has capacity limitations, these being in two dimensions, including (i) the total110

number of barges it can accommodate (especially when mooring buoys are needed for berthing111

barges in the shelter) and (ii) the total space it has to accommodate barges. In addition, the112

size of barges that the shelters can accommodate may also vary (i.e., each shelter has its own113

regulations as to the largest size of a barge that it can harbor). In general, there are two types of114

shelters. The first type of shelter (which is also the most commonly used type) is a vessel harbor115

with a breakwater built around it. The second type of shelter has no breakwater, so vessels have116
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to moor in such shelters using buoys. We refer to the first and the second type of shelters as Type117

I shelters and Type II shelters, respectively.118

Channels

Figure 4: Layout of the project site (source: HKIA).

2.2. Evacuation Procedures119

The evacuation of a barge is composed of three procedures, these being, in a chronical order,120

in-site tugging, open-sea tugging, and in-shelter tugging. Figure 5 demonstrates the procedures121

involved in the evacuation, where the solid line indicates the movement of barges and the dotted122

lines show the movements of tug boats assigned to serve in the different procedures. In this123

section, we elaborate on each evacuation procedure, and highlight the practical constraints and124

considerations.125

`

Site outer anchorageChannel

Shelter outer anchorage

Working site

ShelterSea-going tug boats
In-shelter tug boats

Barges
In-site tug boats

Figure 5: An illustration of the evacuation procedures.

2.2.1. In-site Tugging126

In this first procedure, a barge is tugged out of the project site. The procedure starts when127

a sufficient number of tug boats (both HTs and LTs are usable) reach the barge, which will then128

be tugged to join a departure queue of a channel. The procedure is completed when the barge is129
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tugged out of the project site. After that, the barge will be moored in the outer anchorage of the130

site, waiting to be tugged across the open sea, and the tug boats used in this first procedure will131

sail back into the site for subsequent in-site tugging operations.132

When barges are tugged into a channel, due to the limited widths of the channels and to avoid133

congestions, they have to queue up in the channel waiting to depart from the site. In practice,134

many waterways require barges (ships) to queue up to pass through them. For example, ships have135

to queue up in the navigational channel of a port when entering or leaving the port (Corry and136

Bierwirth, 2019; Li and Jia, 2019). Besides, for safety considerations, a minimum time headway137

must be ensured between two barges that sail consecutively along the same channel. In addition,138

precedence constraints caused by blockages may exist between two barges that sail along the same139

channel. For example, a barge may be located near the entrance of a certain channel, so that it140

has to be tugged out of the site before other barges, so as to leave the lane open for other barges.141

Finally, tidal conditions can lead to changes in water depth in these channels, hence, barges with142

large drafts can only sail through such channels during periods of high tide.143

2.2.2. Open-sea Tugging144

After sailing out of the project site, barges will be tugged by tug boats (HTs only) from the145

outer anchorage of the site towards their designated shelters. It should be noted that the route146

chosen for open-sea tugging of a barge may be affected by its height. In HKIA’s example, as shown147

in Figure 2, there are two types of routes between the site and the shelters (i.e., eastward routes148

and westward routes). While all barges can sail along the eastward routes, only barges with a149

height less than 41 meters can follow the westward routes, due to the limited bridge height. As a150

result, for each barge, the distance between the site and its designated shelter is determined not151

only by the location of the shelter but also by the barge’s height. After the barge arrives at its152

shelter, it will first be moored at the outer anchorage of the shelter, waiting to get berthed into153

the shelter. Meanwhile, the HTs used for tugging the barge sail back to the outer anchorage of the154

project site for further arrangements.155

2.2.3. In-shelter Tugging156

The last procedure of the evacuation is in-shelter tugging, which aims to get barges berthed into157

shelters. Both HTs and LTs can be used in the berthing operation. Note that in-shelter tugging158

is only required for the Type I shelters (i.e., shelters with a breakwater). Shelters of this type are159

designed to accommodate a relatively large number of vessels, and each vessel has to be berthed160

into a designated berthing area. Such shelters can be very crowded during storm emergencies, and161

to get berthed, barges have to be tugged to their designated berthing areas at a very low speed by162

following the narrow paths formed by other vessels already berthed in the shelter. After completing163

each in-shelter tugging task, the tug boats used for this purpose sail back to the outer anchorage164

of the shelter to serve barges arriving subsequently. Note that congestions may happen in a shelter165

such that a path of a barge is blocked by another large barge that is turning in the path to get into166

its berthing area. But such a scenario can be avoided by better allocation of berthing areas and167

rarely happens in practice. Therefore, we do not consider congestions in shelters. In addition, one168

can easily modify the model (refer to Section 3.1) to further control the congestion in a shelter. In169

particular, similar to the minimum headway required between two barges that sail into the same170

channel in the in-siting tugging procedure, one can add a similar constraint into the model to set171

a minimum headway between two barges that sail into the same shelter.172

In comparison, such in-shelter tugging is not needed for Type II shelters, around which there173

is no breakwater built. Barges tugged by HTs from the open sea can be tugged into the shelters174

directly using the same HTs. Besides, the berthing time of barges (i.e., the time taken to tug barges175

from the outside of the shelter to the mooring anchorages inside the shelters) in such shelters is very176
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short, since they are moored using buoys without designated berthing areas, resulting in barges177

being sparsely distributed in the shelters (usually no more than 5 vessels can berth in one such178

shelter).179

2.3. Resource Assignment and Scheduling180

The BEPP involves resource assignment and scheduling decisions at three different levels. At181

the strategic level, the construction party should determine how to assign barges to the shelters.182

Based on the results of shelter assignment, the construction party should then determine, at a183

tactical level, the numbers of HTs and LTs that will be assigned for in-site tugging and for in-184

shelter tugging at each Type I shelter, as well as the number of HTs that will be used for open-sea185

tugging. Finally, at an operational level, decisions are made to schedule the usages of channels186

during the in-site tugging procedure, and to assign the tug boats among the barges in all evacuation187

procedures.188

2.4. Decisions and the Objective189

There are three types of decisions the construction party must make, with detailed descriptions190

provided as follows:191

• At the beginning of the evacuation, the construction party assigns each barge to a certain192

shelter and decides on the assignments of tug boats among the various evacuation procedures193

and shelters.194

• Then, for each barge, the construction party decides on the start times of each procedure in195

its evacuation.196

• Finally, for each evacuation procedure of each barge, the construction party should decide on197

the channel (in the in-site tugging procedure) and the tug boat(s) that are used to move the198

barge.199

The objective of the construction party is to reduce the impact of the storm and achieve greater200

efficiencies of these working barges, whenever the safety of the barges is ensured.201

3. The Model, Complexity, and Solution Procedure202

In this section, we first present the BEPP as an MIP model. We then show that the problem203

is NP-hard in the strong sense. Finally, we describe the procedure to solve the problem at the end204

of the section.205

3.1. The Mathematical Model206

We formulate a time-discretization MIP model for the BEPP. To do so, we divided the whole207

evacuation period into a set of discrete time point t’s. The evacuation period starts at the time208

when tug boats have been assigned properly, after an approaching storm is forecast and ends at the209

deadline of the evacuation (i.e., the expected arrival time of the storm). We use time point t = 0210

and t = D, D > 0 to denote the earliest start time and the deadline of the evacuation, respectively.211

For scheduling problems like the BEPP, time-discretization models typically have fewer vari-212

ables and fewer constraints when compared with arc-flow based models. Besides, with a time-213

discretization model, most constraints can be written as cover inequalities. This will further im-214

prove the efficiencies of off-shelf solvers for solving the model, since most solvers work within a215

branch-and-cut framework.216

In the following part of this section, we first identify the assumptions made for the model and217

introduce the notation used in the model. We then discuss the objective and explain the constraints218

of the model which is initially presented in a nonlinear form. Finally, the model is linearized to219

facilitate the better usage of off-shelf solvers.220
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3.1.1. Model Assumptions221

To better analyze the problem, we made the following assumptions based on the practice of222

HKIA:223

A1. All HTs are identical and all LTs are identical.224

A2. The assignment of tug boats to evacuation procedures has to be determined at a strategic level225

before the beginning of the evacuation and remains unchanged during the whole evacuation.226

A3. All decisions are made at time point t’s within the evacuation period.227

Several aspects of these assumptions are worth mentioning. First, Assumption A1 is made228

based on the fact that in most scenarios all HTs (resp. LTs) are treated identically when they are229

used to tug a barge and that they have similar speeds. Second, Assumption A2 is used to simplify230

our analysis and it is also in accordance with the practice of HKIA. Finally, the last assumption is231

a common assumption used in time-discretization formulations.232

3.1.2. Notation233

The notation for describing the model is listed in Table 1.234

Table 1: Notation.
Indices:

i, j Indices for barges, arranging in the alphabetical order. i and j can be used to represent
any barge, but they represent different barges when used in one constraint. For example, in
Constraint (15), the precedence relationship is specified between two barges.

h Index for types of tug boats, with h = 1 and h = 2 representing HTs and LTs, respectively.
k Index for channels of the project site, arranging in the alphabetical order.
g Index for shelters, arranging in the alphabetical order.
t, t1 Indices for time points, arranging in the chronological order. These indices can be used to

represent any time point. However, when they are used in one constraint (i.e., Constraint (13),
(14), (18), or (21)) they represent different sets of time points. See the detailed discussions on
Constraints (13) and (14) in Section 3.1.3.

Sets:

T Set of all time points in the evacuation period. T = {0, 1, ..., D}, where D is time point that
corresponds to the deadline of the evacuation.

Ω Set of all barges to be evacuated, Ω = {1, 2, ..., |Ω|}.
Φ Set of types of tug boats, Φ = {1, 2}.
Ψ Set of all channels connecting the project site and the open sea, Ψ = {1, 2, ..., |Ψ|}.
Θ Set of all shelters, Θ = {1, 2, ..., |Θ|}.
∆ki Set of time points with suitable tidal conditions for barge i to start sailing in channel k. As

we discussed in Section 2.2.1, for barges with large drafts, they can only sail in the channels
when the water depth in these channels is sufficient. For example, suppose T contains ten time
points and T = {1, 2, ..., 10}. Suppose for the safety of its hull, barge i = 1 can only sail in
the channels with water depth of at least four meters. In addition, if the barge sails out of the
project site from channel k = 1, the sailing time in this channel is two unit times. The water
depth in channel 1 is greater than or equal to four meters at time points 4 to 9. Then barge 1
can safely sail into channel 1 at time points 4 to 7. Thus, we have ∆11 = {4, 5, 6, 7}. Note that
for barges that are with small drafts and can sail in the channels at any time, ∆i = T .

Γk Set of all pairs of tasks with precedence relationship when sailing in channel k, Γk =
{(i, j)|barge i must preceed barge j if both sailing in channel k}.

Z Set of all non-negative integers.
Parameters:
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D Deadline (time point) of the evacuation.
pi Space that barge i occupies when berthed in shelters (in unit sizes). We define the unit size as

a 50-meter-long equivalent, hence, barges with lengths within the ranges [0, 50] (m), (50, 75]
(m) and (75, 100] (m) occupy spaces of 1, 1.5 and 2 unit sizes in shelters, respectively.

si Minimum safety time (headway) between the start times of barge i and its followers for sailing
in the same channel.

Nh Number of type-h tug boats available for the evacuation.
n1
i Number of tug boats (including both HTs and LTs) barge i needs when sailing in the channels

of the project site.
n2
i Number of tug boats (only HTs) barge i needs when sailing from the outer anchorage of the

project site to shelters.
n3
gi Number of tug boats (including both HTs and LTs) barge i needs when berthing into shelter

g.
a1
ki Time for barge i to sail through channel k in the project site.
a2
gi Time for barge i to travel from the outer anchorage of the project site to shelter g.
a3
gi Time for barge i to get berthed into shelter g.
b1k Time for a tug boat to sail back to the site area inside the project site after it finishes tugging

a barge out of the site from channel k.
b2g Time for a tug boat to sail back to the outer anchorage of the project site after it finishes

tugging a barge to shelter g.
b3g Time for a tug boat to sail back to the outer anchorage of shelter g after it finishes tugging a

barge into the berths of the shelter.
Cn

g Largest number of barges that shelter g can accommodate.
Cs

g Capacity of shelter g (in unit sizes).
fgi Indicator of whether barge i can moor in shelter g which equals 1 if it can and 0, otherwise.
Decision Variables:

µgi 1, if barge i is assigned to berth in shelter g and 0, otherwise.
γ1
h Number of type-h tug boats assigned to serve in the in-site tugging procedure.
γ2
h Number of type-h tug boats assigned to serve in the open-sea tugging procedure.
γ3
gh Number of type-h tug boats assigned to serve in the in-shelter tugging procedure in shelter g.
νki 1, if barge i is tugged out of the site using channel k and 0, otherwise.
xit 1, if barge i starts its in-site tugging at time t and 0, otherwise.
yit 1, if barge i starts its open-sea tugging at time t and 0, otherwise.
zit 1, if barge i starts its in-shelter tugging at time t and 0, otherwise.
α Start time of the evacuation.
β Completion time of the evacuation.

3.1.3. The Nonlinear Model235

This section proposes the nonlinear MIP model for the BEPP. We first describe the objective236

and then introduce the constraints in a grouping fashion based on their functions.237

Objective. In order to reduce non-working hours of these working barges, the construction party238

requires the evacuation to start as late as possible. Therefore, the objective of the model is:239

maxα. (1)

Shelter and Tug Boat Assignment Constraints.∑
g∈Θ

µgi = 1, ∀i ∈ Ω, (2)

240

µgi ≤ fgi, ∀g ∈ Θ, ∀i ∈ Ω, (3)
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241 ∑
i∈Ω

µgi ≤ Cn
g , ∀g ∈ Θ, (4)

242 ∑
i∈Ω

piµgi ≤ Cs
g, ∀g ∈ Θ, (5)

243

γ1
h + γ2

h +
∑
g∈Θ

γ3
gh ≤ Nh, ∀h ∈ Φ. (6)

Constraints (2) and (3) ensure that each barge is evacuated to one shelter that is able to harbor244

it. Besides, Constraints (4) and (5) set limitations for the number of barges that a shelter can harbor245

and the total space that the shelter has for accommodating barges, respectively. Constraint (6)246

enforces that the number of tug boats of each type used in the evacuation does not exceed the247

available number of that type.248

Temporal Constraints.

α ≤
∑
t∈T

txit, ∀i ∈ Ω, (7)

β ≥
∑
t∈T

tzit +
∑
g∈Θ

a3
giµgi, ∀i ∈ Ω, (8)

β ≤ D. (9)

Constraint (7) enforces the start time of the evacuation should be no later than the time when249

the first evacuated barge starts its in-site tugging procedure. Constraints (8) indicates that the250

evacuation ends after all barges have been berthed into shelters. Constraint (9) requires that the251

evacuation should complete on or before the stipulated deadline.252

In-site Tugging Constraints. ∑
k∈Ψ

νki = 1, ∀i ∈ Ω, (10)

∑
t∈∆i

xit = 1, ∀i ∈ Ω, (11)

νkixit = 0, ∀t ∈ T \∆ki, ∀k ∈ Ψ,∀i ∈ Ω, (12)

∑
k∈Ψ

∑
i∈Ω

t1∑
t=max{0,t1−a1

ki−b
1
k+1}

n1
i νkixit ≤

∑
h∈Φ

γ1
h, ∀t1 ∈ T, (13)

∑
i∈Ω

t1∑
t=max{0,t1−si+1}

νkixit ≤ 1, ∀k ∈ Ψ, ∀t1 ∈ T, (14)

∑
t∈T

txjt −
∑
t∈T

txit + |T |(2− νkj − νki) ≥ si, ∀(i, j) ∈ Γk,∀k ∈ Ψ. (15)

Constraint (10) assigns each barge to exact one channel. Constraints (11) and (12) ensure253

barges can only be tugged into channels at a time point with suitable tidal conditions. Constraint254
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(13) ensures that a sufficient number of tug boats are assigned to serve barges in the in-site tugging255

procedure at each time point. This constraint works as follows. Suppose that barge i is evacuated256

from channel k (i.e, νki = 1). Further, consider that the time to tug barge i in channel k is a1
ki and257

the time for the tug boats to sail back to the project site after tugging barge i in channel k is b1k.258

Hence, the total time of a tug boat for tugging out barge i through channel k and getting back to259

the project site is a1
ki + b1k which can be taken as the time occupied by barge i. Note that exactly260

n1
i tug boats are required to serve barge i in the in-site tugging. Therefore, given a time point t1,261

if the in-site tugging of barge i starts before or at time t1 and after max{0, t1 − (a1
ki + b1k) + 1}262

(the start time cannot be negative), i.e.,
∑t1

t=max{0,t1−a1
ki−b

1
k+1} xit = 1, then n1

i tug boats are still263

occupied by barge i at time t1. It follows that the number of tug boats occupied by barge i at time264

t1 is
∑t1

t=max{0,t1−a1
ki−b

1
k+1} n

1
ixit. Now consider that barge i can be evacuated from any channel,265

the number of tug boats occupied by it can generalized to be
∑

k∈Ψ

∑t1
t=max{0,t1−a1

ki−b
1
k+1} n

1
i νkixit.266

Summing up the numbers of tug boats occupied at time t1 by all barges that are evacuated through267

all channels gives us
∑

k∈Ψ

∑
i∈Ω

∑t1
t=max{0,t1−a1

ki−b
1
k+1} n

1
i νkixit, which is the left-hand side of Con-268

straint (13). The right-hand side of this constraint is the number of tug boats assigned to the269

in-site tugging procedure. Finally, this constraint requires the left-hand side to be no larger than270

the right-hand side. Constraint (14) defines the minimum headway between two barges that sail271

consecutively in the same channel. It requires that if barge i is evacuated from channel k and the272

in-site tugging stars at time t1 (i.e., νkixit1 = 1) then no other barges can be tugged into channel273

k within the time window [max{0, t1 − si + 1}, t1] (the start time of an in-site tugging procedure274

cannot be negative). Thus the minimum headway si between barge i and the next barge evacuated275

from the same channel is ensured. The precedence relationship between two barges for sailing in276

the same channel is enforced by Constraint (15). To see how the constraint works, consider two277

cases. First, for each (i, j) ∈ Γk, k ∈ Ψ if at least one of νki or νkj equals 0 (i.e., at least one of the278

barges i and j is not using channel k), then |T |(2− νkj − νki) ≥ |T |. In this case, Constraint (15)279

does not remove any feasible solutions to the problem, as the left-hand side of it is always greater280

than the right-hand side given any feasible xjt and xit. Second, for each (i, j) ∈ Γk, k ∈ Ψ if we281

have νki = 1 and νkj = 1 (i.e., barges i and j are using channel k), then, |T |(2− νkj − νki) = 0. In282

this case, the constraints is equivalent to
∑

t∈T txjt −
∑

t∈T txit ≥ si, which requires that barge i283

should be evacuated at least si unit times prior to barge j (in this way, we ensure that both the284

precedence relationship and the minimum headway between the two barges are respected).285

Open-sea Tugging Constraints. ∑
t∈T

yit = 1, ∀i ∈ Ω, (16)

∑
t∈T

tyit −
∑
t∈T

txit ≥
∑
k∈Ψ

νkia
1
ki, ∀i ∈ Ω, (17)

∑
g∈Θ

∑
i∈Ω

t1∑
t=max{0,t1−a2

gi−b2g+1}

n2
iµgiyit ≤ γ2

1 , ∀t1 ∈ T. (18)

Constraint (16) ensures that each barge should start its open-sea tugging at one and only one286

time point. Constraint (17) indicates that the open-sea tugging of a barge should start after the287

in-site tugging of the barge is completed. In this constraint,
∑

t∈T tyit equals the time when barge288

i starts its open-sea tugging and
∑

t∈T txit equals the time when barge i starts its in-site tugging.289

On the right-hand side,
∑

k∈Ψ νkia
1
ki equals the time that barge i should spend in its in-site tugging290

procedure. Similar to Constraint (13), Constraint (18) ensures that sufficient HTs are assigned for291
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tugging barges in the open sea at any time point.292

In-shelter Tugging Constraints. ∑
t∈T

zit = 1, ∀i ∈ Ω, (19)

∑
t∈T

tzit −
∑
t∈T

tyit ≥
∑
g∈Θ

a2
giµgi, ∀i ∈ Ω, (20)

∑
i∈Ω

t1∑
t=max{0,t1−a3

gi−b3g+1}

n3
iµgizit ≤

∑
h∈Φ

γ3
gh, ∀g ∈ Θ,∀t1 ∈ T. (21)

Constraint (19) ensures that each barge should start its in-shelter tugging at one and only one293

time point. Similar to Constraint (17), Constraint (20) enforces the in-shelter tugging of a barge294

to start after the open-sea tugging is completed for the barge. Similar to Constraints (13) and295

(18), Constraint (21) ensures that there are sufficient tug boats for berthing barges in each shelter296

at each time point.297

Variable Domains.
α, β ≥ 0, (22)

298

γ1
h, γ

2
h ∈ Z, ∀h ∈ Φ, (23)

299

γ3
gh ∈ Z, ∀g ∈ Θ,∀h ∈ Φ, (24)

300

µgi ∈ {0, 1}, ∀g ∈ Θ,∀i ∈ Ω, (25)

301

νki ∈ {0, 1}, ∀k ∈ Ψ, ∀i ∈ Ω, (26)

302

xit, yit, zit ∈ {0, 1}, ∀i ∈ Ω,∀t ∈ T. (27)

The first constraint requires the temporal variables α and β to be non-negative. Constraints (23)303

and (24) ensure γ’s are non-negative integers. The last three constraints define binary variables.304

3.1.4. Model Linearization305

Model M1 is nonlinear due to the multiplications among decision variables in Constraints (12),306

(13), (14), (18), and (21). However, most off-shelf solvers are either unable to solve or can only307

obtain less satisfactory solutions for nonlinear models. Hence, we linearize M1 by using the method308

proposed in Appendix A.309

3.2. Complexity of the Problem310

This section demonstrates that the BEPP is NP-hard in the strong sense. To do this, we311

show that the decision version of the BEPP is strongly NP-hard. That is, given the parameters312

regarding the barges, evacuation recourses, and evacuation procedures, it cannot be determined in313

polynomial time or even in pseudo-polynomial time whether the objective value α is no less than314

a given constant λ unless P=NP. We prove that the decision version of the BEPP is NP-hard in315

the strong sense by reducing the Three-Machine Flow Shop Scheduling Problem (3M-FSP) into316
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a decision version of the BEPP. The 3M-FSP has been proved to be strongly NP-hard by Garey317

et al. (1976).318

The theoretical complexity of the BEPP is proposed in Theorem 1.319

Theorem 1. The BEPP is NP-hard in the strong sense.320

We prove the theorem by transforming the decision version of the 3M-FSP to the decision321

version of the BEPP, and the detailed proof is given in Appendix B.322

Remark 1. The BEPP remains NP-hard in the strong sense, even when each barge requires only323

one tug boat in each procedure and each procedure has only one tug boat.324

In the proof for Theorem 1, we reduce the 3M-FSP to the BEPP. In the 3M-FSP, each job is325

processed on only one machine in three stages and there is only one machine at each stage. Hence,326

the result follows directly from Theorem 1.327

It is mentionable that although we can reduce the 3M-FSP to the BEPP, algorithms for the 3M-328

FSP or other Flow Shop Scheduling Problems (e.g., Chen et al., 1996; Ben-Daya and Al-Fawzan,329

1998) can hardly be applied to solve the BEPP. This is because, in Flow Shop Scheduling Problems,330

the number of machines is fixed in each processing stage while in the BEPP the number of tug boats331

in each stage is a decision variable. In addition, in the Flow Shop Scheduling Problems, each task332

requires only one machine to process in each stage, while in the BEPP, synchronization of tug boats333

is required such that several tug boats are required to serve a barge at the same time. Note that334

even a single-stage Parallel Machine Scheduling Problem with such synchronization requirements is335

very hard to solve (refer to Du and Leung, 1989; Wu and Wang, 2018) and that the BEPP involves336

multiple stages.337

3.3. The Solution Procedure338

We propose a heuristic algorithm to solve the BEPP because of the high complexity of the339

problem (see Section 3.2). In addition, the special structure and features of the problem (as340

illustrated in Section 3.3.1) also enable us to propose efficient heuristic strategies for identifying a341

high-quality solution. The framework of the algorithm is given in Section 3.3.2. The key comments342

in the algorithm are explained in Section 3.3.3.343

3.3.1. Observations on the Problem344

We find that several features of the BEPP faced by HKIA can be utilized for developing an345

efficient heuristic algorithm. These features are obtained from our discussions with HKIA, our346

analysis of the problem, and the results of earlier numerical experiments. We present these features347

as follows:348

Observation 1. The distance between a shelter and the project site is the most decisive factor,349

among others, for selecting shelters to accommodate barges. Shelters with shorter distances have350

higher priorities.351

Shorter distance means less workload for the tug boats serving in the open-sea tugging pro-352

cedure. Observation 1 is also based on the fact that the numbers of required tug boats in the353

in-shelter tugging procedure for each barge are similar in different shelters (of Type I) and so354

are the berthing times for each barge in these shelters, and that these berthing times are usually355

shorter than the times needed in the open-sea tugging procedure.356

Observation 2. The sequences (of starting the in-site tugging procedure) among barges evacuated357

to different shelters have greater impacts on the total evacuation time than the sequences (of starting358

the in-site tugging procedure) among barges assigned to the same shelter.359
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For safety consideration, barges have to be tugged at a very low and constant speed when sailing360

through the channels of the project site and when getting berthed into a shelter. Besides, during361

the open-sea tugging, HTs also should maintain a constant speed. Therefore, for barges with the362

same assigned shelters, they spend almost identical times in in-site tugging, open-sea tugging, and363

in-shelter tugging. If barges assigned to the same shelter are also of similar draft and size (in many364

cases they are), then the evacuation processes of them are identical, and the sequences among365

them barely have any impact on the total evacuation time. However, due to the different distances366

between shelters and the project site, the times for tugging barges assigned to different shelters367

across the open sea vary from one to another. Hence, the sequences among barges assigned to368

different shelters may significantly affect the utilization of tug boats used in the open-sea tugging,369

which further affects the total evacuation time.370

Observation 3. In the BEPP faced by HKIA, the three channels k ∈ Ψ are identical such that371

they share the same a1
ki, i ∈ Ω, b1k and ∆k. Now suppose the following decisions are given: (i) the372

assignment of barges among shelters, (ii) the assignment of tug boats among evacuation procedures373

and shelters, and (iii) the sequences to start evacuating the barges. Then, the List Scheduling rule374

(refer to Schutten, 1996) generates (i) the optimal scheduling of channels for evacuating barges in375

the in-site tugging procedure, and (ii) the optimal scheduling of tug boats for tugging barges in each376

procedure.377

The List Scheduling rule is a term that stems from machine scheduling problems. It assigns378

machines with the earliest ready times to tasks in a given sequence. We adopt the same idea when379

assigning channels and tug boats to barges, by taking channels and tug boats as machines and the380

through-channel sailing and towage services of barges as tasks in various evacuation procedures.381

The optimality of the List Scheduling rule for scheduling channels and tug boats with given service382

sequences is easy to verify since any other method leads to unnecessary delays for the barges.383

To see how the List Scheduling rule works, consider the following example. Suppose at a time384

point t = 10, there are three barges (i1, i2, and i3) waiting to be evacuated to a set of shelters in385

the outer anchorage of the project site. The sequence for evacuating these barges is known and is386

given by i2 → i1 → i3. The numbers of tug boats required by these barges in the open-sea tugging387

are n2
i1

= 1, n2
i2

= 2, and n2
i3

= 1, respectively. Suppose that these three barges are evacuated to388

the same shelter, and the times for the open-sea tugging of them are all two unit times. Three tug389

boats (denoted by 1, 2, and 3) are serving in the open-sea tugging, and the available times of them390

(i.e., times ready to tug a barge) are 10, 11, and 12 for tug boats 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The391

time to return to the outer anchorage of the project site from the shelter of these barges is one392

unit time. We now apply the List Scheduling rule to schedule the tug boats to serve the barges,393

and the resultant schedule for the tug boats is given in Figure 6. In this schedule, we always assign394

tug boats with the earliest ready times to the first barge in a given sequence that is still waiting395

to be tugged.396

3.3.2. Algorithm Framework397

The algorithm, as shown in Figure 7, solves the problem in a two-stage fashion. In stage one, we398

first assign each barge to a shelter and then obtain an estimation of the makespan of the evacuation399

by solving a truncated version of the BEPP (denoted by T-BEPP). In the T-BEPP, the shelter400

assignment result is given and barge draft and tidal conditions are not considered (i.e., each barge401

can be tugged into the channels at any time). We then take tidal conditions into consideration,402

and barges can only sail in the channels within certain time windows. In the second stage, we403

seek to find a feasible makespan in a trial-and-error manner. To be specific, in each iteration404

we verify the feasibility of the incumbent makespan by solving the problem with the derived405

evacuation start time (which equals the evacuation deadline minus the incumbent makespan). If406
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Figure 6: The Gantt Chart for the schedule of the tug boats.

the incumbent makespan is feasible (i.e., the resultant evacuation completion time is no later407

than the deadline), the algorithm stops; otherwise, the incumbent makespan is increased by a408

certain length of additional time (denoted by AT ), and we start a new iteration with the updated409

makespan.410

Initial Makespan Calculation 
(T-BEPP)

Tidal Condition Adjustment

Makespan Check
(R-BEPP)

Feasible Solution?

Yes

Return the Solution

End

Makespan Adjustment
No

Start

Stage 1:

Stage 2:

Solve

Solve

Shelter Assignment 
(Section 3.3.3)

Heuristic for the T-BEPP and 
the R-BEPP (Section 3.3.3)

Figure 7: The framework of the solution algorithm.
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The efficiency of the solution framework largely depends on the performance of the algorithm411

embedded in the framework for estimating (in Stage 1) and verifying (in Stage 2) the makespan.412

The algorithm, by nature, solves the T-BEPP in Stage 1 and another revised BEPP (denoted by413

R-BEPP) in Stage 2. In the R-BEPP, the start time of the evacuation is given and the deadline414

constraint is removed, and the objective is to minimize the makespan of the evacuation. Note that415

the R-BEPP is also a truncated version of the BEPP, since the shelter assignment plan (obtained in416

Stage 1) is fixed. Also, note that the T-BEPP and the R-BEPP differ in the settings of evacuation417

start time and suitable time windows for tugging barges into the channels. In particular, in the418

T-BEPP the evacuation starts at time point 0 and barges can be tugged into the channels at419

any time (i.e., all barges have the same time window spanning through time 0 to D, since the420

constraints regarding tidal conditions and barge drafts are not considered). By contrast, in the421

R-BEPP the evacuation starts at a particular starting time (which is derived from the estimated422

makespan in Stage 1 or given by the Makespan Adjustment procedure in Stage 2) and barges can423

only be tugged into the channels within suitable time windows (i.e., tidal conditions and barge424

drafts are considered). To solve the T-BEPP and the R-BEPP, we develop a heuristic which takes425

advantage of the special structure and features of the problem. In the following section, we explain426

the method for assigning the shelters to barges and then introduce the heuristic for solving the427

T-BEPP and the R-BEPP.428

3.3.3. Components in the Solution Algorithm429

In this section, we introduce the shelter assignment method and the heuristic for solving the430

T-BEPP and the R-BEPP. The rich details of them are given in Appendix C.431

Shelter Assignment. The first step to solve the BEPP is shelter assignment. For shelter assignment,432

we apply the procedure as shown in Algorithm 1 in Appendix C.1. The procedure, which takes433

advantage of Observation 1, assigns barges to the closest shelter (i.e., shelters that can be reached434

in the shortest time) with spare capacity. In addition, in the assignment, priorities are given to435

barges with larger sizes (larger barges may require more tug boats in the open-sea tugging). We436

design such a procedure in order to reduce the workload of tug boats in the open-sea tugging.437

A Heuristic for Solving the T-BEPP and the R-BEPP. We develop a two-stage local-search-based438

algorithm to solve the T-BEPP and the R-BEPP. As shown in Figure 8, the heuristic is a com-439

bination of two meta-heuristics (i.e., a Tabu Search algorithm [TS] and a Simulated Annealing440

algorithm [SA]). At the primary level, the TS is used to identify the optimal tug boat assignment441

pattern among evacuation procedures and shelters for the T-BEPP or the R-BEPP. Simultaneous-442

ly, the SA, which is embedded into the TS at the secondary level, generates the best evacuation443

sequence among the barges under a given assignment pattern of the tug boats. Meanwhile, given444

the tug boat assignment pattern and the evacuation sequence, the makespan of the T-BEPP or445

the R-BEPP is obtained by the resource scheduling procedure. In Appendix C.2, we provide the446

details regarding the TS, the SA, as well as the resource scheduling procedure. We structured447

the algorithm in this way because we found that the assignment of tug boats among different448

evacuation procedures and shelters has the most significant impact upon the makespan of both449

the T-BEPP and the R-BEPP, and that the evacuation sequence of the barges also affects the450

makespan, though the impact is relatively weaker.451

4. Numerical Experiments452

In this section, we perform extensive computational experiments to verify the applicability and453

effectiveness of the proposed model and solution method. In addition, we provide a case study in454

which the proposed algorithm is used to solve the real BEPP faced by HKIA. The experiments455
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Figure 8: An overview of the heuristic for solving the T-BEPP and the R-BEPP.

are performed on two sets of instances (Set A and B) which have different input parameters. The456

instances in Set A are small scale instances with 5 to 20 barges, while those in Set B are instances457

with large (practical) scales with 50 to 100 barges. Instances in Set A are solved by the heuristic458

algorithm proposed in the previous section (for notational simplicity, we denote the method by459

HA) and CPLEX using the linearized MIP model. For instances in Set B, we solve them by the460

HA and three other heuristics which will be described in Section 4.2. All the experiments are coded461

in C++ and are conducted on an Intel Core i7 2.50 GHz PC with 8 GB RAM. CPLEX 12.6 is462

used as the MIP solver for instances in Set A.463

4.1. Instance Generation464

In order to test the performances of the proposed model and algorithm, we generated 20 in-465

stances in Set A and 30 instances in Set B based on real-world cases. The input data involving466

the barges to be evacuated and the evacuation-supporting resources (i.e., tug boats, channels, and467

shelters) in these instances are generated as follows.468

To begin with, for instances in Set A and Set B, the numbers of barges to be evacuated (i.e.,469

|Ω|) are chosen from {5, 10, 15, 20} and {50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100}, respectively. For each input of |Ω|,470

we generate 5 random instances, leading to 50 instances in total. For notational simplicity, we471

denote an instance by |Ω|-I, where |Ω| is the number of barges to be evacuated in the instance and472

I ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} represents the index for the instance in a group of instances that share the same473

|Ω|.474

As for the sizes of these barges, we set the numbers of barges with small sizes (less than 50m),475

medium sizes (50m–75m) and large sizes (75m–100m) in an instance to be b0.5|Ω|c, b0.4|Ω|c, and476
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|Ω| − b0.5|Ω|c − b0.4|Ω|c, respectively. Barges with different sizes may occupy different sizes of477

spaces in the shelters and also have different requirements regarding the numbers of tug boats478

used in various evacuation procedures. Table 2 shows these parameters in detail. In addition, the479

drafts of the barges are generated in a way such that around 10% barges are of large drafts and480

the remaining 90% are of small drafts. For large draft barges, their drafts are randomly generated481

using the distribution U(6, 9] and drafts for those with small drafts are randomly generated using482

the distribution U [2, 6].483

Table 2: Parameters of the barges in the instances.

Size Shelter space1,2 Number of required tug boats
In-site tugging3 Open-sea tugging4 In-shelter tugging3,5

Small 1.0 1 1 1
Medium 1.5 1 2 1

Large 2.0 2 3 1

Note1: The number of unit sizes a barge occupies when berthing in a shelter.

Note2: One unit size is a 50-metre-long equivalent.

Note3: Both HTs and LTs can be used in in-site tugging and in-shelter tugging.

Note4: Only HTs can be used in open-sea tugging.

Note5: Only for Type I shelters.

The parameters regarding the evacuation-supporting resources are set as follows. First, the484

number of tug boat is fixed at 10 for all small instances in Set A, and there are 6 HTs and 4485

LTs. For instances in Set B, we set the number of tug boats to be 50, including 30 HTs and 20486

LTs. Second, we set the number of channels |Ψ| = 1 and |Ψ| = 3 for instances in Set A and B,487

respectively. For the precedences among barges for sailing into these channels, we randomly select488

d0.1|Ω|e barges each of which blocks other barges from entering a channel that is also randomly489

selected. Third, the parameters of shelters are generated as follows. There are two types of shelters490

(Type I and Type II). For each instance in Set A, the number of Type I shelters is set to be 2,491

and for those in Set B, the number of Type I shelters is set to be 5. For each Type I shelter, the492

capacity (Cs
g) of it is randomly and uniformly generated within the range [ S̄M ,

2S̄
M ], where S̄ is the493

total space required by all barges and M is the number of Type I shelters. Besides, no limits are494

set for the total number of barges a Type I shelter can harbor, and all shelters can harbor barges495

with all sizes. In addition, there is one Type II shelter which can harbor at most 1 and 3 barges496

(i.e., Cn
g = 1 and Cn

g = 3) for each instance in Set A and B, respectively. Capacities of the Type497

II shelters are set to be Cs
g = 2Cn

g .498

The temporal parameters involved in the instances are generated as follows. First, in all499

instances, we set the unit time to be 15 minutes, that is, a day contains 96 unit times. The500

deadline is set as a time point in a day that is randomly selected from the range [1, 96]. The501

evacuation can start as early as 60 hours before the deadline, that is, |T | = 240. Then, we simulate502

the tidal pattern in all channels in a day using the sine curve 9 + 3 sin πh
24 , where h = {1, ..., 96}503

represents the length (unit times) after zero o’clock in a day. Besides, the minimum safety time504

(headway) between the start times of a barge and its followers for sailing in the channels (si) is505

set to be 15 minutes for all barges in all instances. Finally, the time for evacuating barges in506

each evacuation procedure (denoted by “Barge time” in Table 3) and the time for tug boats to507

get ready for the next task after completing a task (denoted by “Tug boat time” in Table 3) are508

randomly generated according to the ranges shown in Table 3. Note that in each instance, we509

assume that there is only one route between the project site and each shelter, and all barges in the510

instance can sail in the route (i.e., height limitations of routes are not considered). In addition, all511

barges in one instance share the same Barge times in the in-site tugging and the in-shelter tugging512
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procedures, and they also spend the identical time if tugged to the same shelter in the open-sea513

tugging procedure. However, the times for the open-sea tugging procedure of a barge can vary514

among different destination shelters. The tug boat times in an instance are also set in a similar515

way, and for the open-sea tugging procedure, the time for a tug boat to return to the project site516

from a shelter is set to be around 1
4 of the barge time in the open-sea tugging procedure bound for517

this shelter.518

Table 3: Ranges of the times of evacuation procedures in the instances.

Item In-site tugging
Open-sea tugging

In-shelter tugging3

Type I shelters Type II shelters

Barge time [6,10]1,2 [8,40] [8,12] [8,12]
Tug boat time [1,1]2 [2,10] [2,3] [1,2]

Note1: All ranges are shown in unit times.

Note2: We set identical Barge times and identical Tug boat times for all channels.

Note3: Only for Type I shelters.

4.2. Algorithm Settings519

To compare the performance of the HA, we devised another three heuristics, each of which is a520

simplified version of the HA. In the first heuristic, which is denoted by SHA1, we remove the SA521

for sequencing barges from the HA. Instead, given a tug boat assignment pattern, the sequence of522

barges in the SHA1 is generated using the initial sequencing procedure as shown in Algorithm 3.523

Meanwhile, in the second heuristic, we remove the TS for assigning tug boats from the HA, and the524

tug boats are assigned among different procedures using the procedures that are used to initialize525

the assignment patterns in the HA (see Section Appendix C.2.1). We denote the second heuristic526

by SHA2. Finally, in the last heuristic, we replace both the TS for tug assignment and the SA for527

barge sequencing by two simple local search algorithms. In the two local search algorithms, we use528

the same neighborhood construction strategies as in the TS and SA. In each iteration of a local529

search algorithm, the algorithm searches within a corresponding neighborhood and the incumbent530

solution is updated only when a better one (i.e., the one with a smaller makespan) is found. We531

denote the last heuristic by SHA3.532

The parameters used in the algorithms are set as follows. To begin with, in all of the four533

heuristics, the “search length” AT that will be added to an infeasible incumbent makespan is set534

to be 15 mins (one unit time). Then, we set the parameters used in the TS that is incorporated535

into the HA and the SHA1 and the SA that is used in the HA and SHA2 as follows. First, in the536

TS, we set the “penalty multiplier” PM for repeating tuples to be 0.6 and the “tabu length” TL537

to be 5. Also, κmax, which controls the number of iterations in one run of the TS, is set to be538

30. Second, in the SA, the “starting temperature” τ0, the “temperature reduction rate” ρ, and the539

Boltzmann constant bc are set to be 50, 0.95, and 0.11, respectively, and the algorithm stops after540

100 iterations. Finally, we run each heuristic algorithm 30 times to solve each instance and set the541

time limit of CPLEX for solving the instances in Set A to be 3600 seconds.542

4.3. Computational Results543

We report the results of the numerical experiments in the section. In particular, the results of544

instances in Set A are reported in Section 4.3.1 and the results of instances in Set B are given in545

Section 4.3.2.546
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4.3.1. Results of Instances in Set A547

Instances in this part were solved by the HA and CPLEX. The results obtained by the two548

solution methods for these instances are reported in Table 4. In the table, the performance of the549

HA for solving each instance is measured by (i) the average objective value (α) in the 30 runs,550

which is demonstrated in Column “AS” (ii) the objective value (α) of the best solution in the 30551

runs, which is demonstrated in Column “BS”, (iii) the objective value (α) of the worst solution in552

the 30 runs, which is demonstrated in Column “WS”, and (iv) the average computational time in553

the 30 runs, which is demonstrated in Column “Time”. As for CPLEX, we report the objective554

value of the best solution found by CPLEX (in Column “Solution”) and the time it took to solve555

the instance (in Column “Time”). Note that the solution delivered by CPLEX for an instance may556

not be optimal if the computational time is 3600.00 seconds (the time limit). Besides, “–” in the557

table denotes that CPLEX failed to obtain a feasible solution for an instance within the time limit.558

In addition, for each instance, the difference between the objective value of the solution obtained559

by CPLEX and the average objective value obtained by the HA is reported in the last column.560

Table 4: Results of instances in Set A.

Instance
HA CPLEX

AS BS WS Time(s) Solution Time(s) GAP

5-1 198.00 198 198 0.11 202 9.99 4.00
5-2 168.00 168 168 0.08 171 43.50 3.00
5-3 189.00 189 189 0.03 189 23.31 0.00
5-4 185.00 185 185 0.02 188 86.08 3.00
5-5 180.00 180 180 0.03 187 24.53 7.00
10-1 109.00 109 109 0.67 109 3600.00 0.00
10-2 99.00 99 99 0.02 98 3600.00 -1.00
10-3 134.00 134 134 0.03 136 3600.00 2.00
10-4 155.00 155 155 0.03 159 3600.00 4.00
10-5 154.00 154 154 0.02 151 3600.00 -3.00
15-1 104.00 104 104 0.03 – 3600.00 –
15-2 106.00 106 106 0.05 – 3600.00 –
15-3 128.00 128 128 0.03 84 3600.00 -44.00
15-4 140.00 140 140 0.06 95 3600.00 -45.00
15-5 129.00 129 129 0.18 92 3600.00 -37.00
20-1 46.00 46 46 0.04 – 3600.00 –
20-2 82.10 83 82 0.74 – 3600.00 –
20-3 37.00 37 37 1.53 – 3600.00 –
20-4 61.00 61 61 0.02 – 3600.00 –
20-5 29.00 29 29 0.49 – 3600.00 –

As shown in the table, CPLEX can only solve the smallest instances (i.e., instances with 5561

barges) to optimum within 3600 seconds. For these instances, the HA is able to obtain optimal562

or near-optimal solutions. For the instances with 10 barges, the solutions provided by the two563

methods are also very similar. However, when the number of barges in an instance reaches 15,564

CPLEX fails to find a feasible solution or can only provide a solution that is significantly worse565

than the solution provided by the HA. For instances with 20 barges, CPLEX cannot deliver feasible566

solutions within the time limit. As for the solution time, the HA solves almost all instances within567

1 second, while CPLEX reaches the time limit (3600s) in most of the instances. Therefore, the HA568

outperforms CPLEX in terms of the solution speed for solving all the instances in this set, and569

it outperforms CPLEX in terms of both speed and solution quality for instances with 15 and 20570
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barges.571

4.3.2. Results of Instances in Set B572

This section reports and compares the performances of four heuristics (i.e., the HA, the SHA1,573

the SHA2 and the SHA3) for solving the large-scale instances in Set B. In particular, in Table574

5, we report the average objective value (α), the objective value (α) of the best solution and the575

objective value (α) of the worst solution for each instance obtained in 30 runs of the four methods.576

We then derive the improvements (in %) of the solutions obtained by the HA against the solutions577

obtained by other heuristics which is calculated by 100αHA−αSAαSA
. In this equation, αHA (or αSA)578

is the average objective value of the solutions, the objective value of the best solution, or the579

objective value of the worst solution obtained by the HA (or another heuristic: SHA1, SHA2, or580

SHA3) for an instance. The averages of such improvements for instances in each group are reported581

in Table 6. Note that the averages in this table are calculated after removing 100αHA−αSAαSA
with582

αSA ≤ 0.583

In practice, a later starting time for an evacuation means less loss in the productivity of barges584

and lower renting costs for the construction party. Hence, to further compare the performances of585

the algorithms, we calculate the estimated savings in the renting cost obtained by the HA against586

other heuristics. Particularly, given the αHA and αSA as defined above for an instance, we estimate587

the savings by |Ω|rc(αHA − αSA). Here |Ω| equals the number of barges in the instance and rc588

is the estimated unit time renting cost (in US dollars) per barge. According to HKIA’s case we589

set rc = 30. The averages of such savings for instances in each group are reported in Table 7.590

Finally, the average computational times (in one run) of each method for each group of instances591

are reported in Table 8 (instances with the same number of barges are assembled in one group).592

As shown in Table 5, among the 30 instances, the HA outperforms the other 3 methods for593

29 instances in terms of the average solution. It also manages to find the best solutions for all of594

the instances. In addition, the HA also reports the best worst solutions for 28 of the 30 instances.595

Therefore, in terms of the solution quality, the HA outperforms all the other solution methods for596

solving instances in Set B.597

We can see from Table 6 that the HA reports improvements (on average) against all the other598

algorithms in terms of “Average Solutions”, “Best Solutions”, and “Worst Solutions” for instances599

with all sizes. Therefore, our algorithm is consistently better than the other algorithms. Since600

the SHA1, SHA2, and SHA3 can be viewed as the simplified versions of the HA, the results601

also demonstrate that the two-stage structure and the algorithm used in each stage are valid for602

improving the performance of the HA. It is also mentionable that the improvements generally grow603

with the sizes of the instances. This indicates that our algorithm generates greater benefits against604

other algorithms in applications with large scales.605

As shown in Table 7, compared with other algorithms, the HA is capable of generating con-606

siderable savings in an evacuation for a construction party. When compared with the second-best607

solution algorithm (i.e., the SHA3), the HA averagely brings at least 4, 500 dollars’ reduction in608

the renting cost in terms of the average solutions in all instance groups. As expected, the savings609

increase with the scale of the instances. In addition, the superiority of the HA is more obvious610

when it comes to the worst solutions. This indicates that the HA secures relatively even better611

solutions in the worst case.612

When it comes to the solution speed, as shown in Table 6, the two two-stage heuristic methods613

(i.e., the HA and the SHA3) are significantly slower than the one-stage methods (i.e., the SHA1614

and the SHA2). Nevertheless, the average times for the HA to solve instances in different groups615

are all less than 510 seconds (less than 10 minutes). Therefore, the HA is able to instantly provide616

feasible solutions for real applications. It is also mentionable that for most of the instances, the617

HA takes less time to converge than the SHA3 does.618
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Table 5: Results of instances in Set B.

Instance
Average Solution Best Solution Worst Solution

HA SHA1 SHA2 SHA3 HA SHA1 SHA2 SHA3 HA SHA1 SHA2 SHA3

50-1 169.66∗ 166.00 132.00 167.00 171∗ 166 132 167 168∗ 166 132 167
50-2 140.28∗ 136.00 111.00 136.55 141∗ 136 111 137 139∗ 136 111 136
50-3 114.41∗ 104.00 82.38 107.41 115∗ 104 83 109 112∗ 104 73 105
50-4 157.00∗ 149.00 117.76 149.41 157∗ 149 120 150 157∗ 149 111 149
50-5 152.00∗ 152.00∗ 126.93 152.00∗ 152∗ 152∗ 127 152∗ 152∗ 152∗ 126 152∗

60-1 121.00∗ 110.00 69.86 117.86 121∗ 110 72 120 121∗ 110 69 115
60-2 132.10∗ 129.00 103.07 131.00 133∗ 129 105 131 132∗ 129 102 131
60-3 154.38∗ 148.97 123.03 153.00 156∗ 149 124 153 154∗ 148 123 153
60-4 136.21∗ 128.00 90.24 128.07 138∗ 128 92 129 136∗ 128 89 127
60-5 141.93∗ 139.00 87.00 139.69 142∗ 139 87 140 141∗ 139 87 139
70-1 114.59∗ 114.00 80.00 114.00 120∗ 114 80 114 114∗ 114∗ 80 114∗

70-2 135.03∗ 130.10 111.14 132.34 136∗ 133 112 133 135∗ 130 104 114
70-3 107.00∗ 106.00 50.21 107.00∗ 107∗ 106 54 107∗ 107∗ 106 42 107∗

70-4 113.41∗ 102.00 85.00 106.48 114∗ 102 85 114∗ 112∗ 102 85 103
70-5 133.86∗ 130.00 115.00 133.34 134∗ 130 115 134∗ 133∗ 130 115 133∗

80-1 107.93∗ 103.00 78.17 107.00 108∗ 103 84 107 106 103 76 107∗

80-2 128.10∗ 117.00 85.97 118.76 129∗ 117 86 125 128∗ 117 85 118
80-3 97.24 97.00 85.24 98.00∗ 98∗ 97 86 98∗ 96 97 84 98∗

80-4 104.90∗ 100.97 44.38 99.03 105∗ 101 46 103 104∗ 100 43 94
80-5 101.69∗ 100.03 91.17 101.10 102∗ 101 93 102∗ 101∗ 100 76 100
90-1 73.55∗ 53.00 47.48 66.03 74∗ 53 48 71 73∗ 53 46 54
90-2 50.45∗ 40.83 20.59 46.55 51∗ 41 31 49 47∗ 36 16 43
90-3 59.79∗ 42.00 12.79 49.45 61∗ 42 17 59 46∗ 42 -5 42
90-4 98.00∗ 92.00 90.00 92.83 98∗ 92 90 93 98∗ 92 90 92
90-5 98.28∗ 95.00 71.62 96.00 100∗ 95 72 96 98∗ 95 70 96
100-1 90.00∗ 86.00 17.00 89.79 90∗ 86 17 90∗ 90∗ 86 17 89
100-2 106.00∗ 103.00 50.14 95.00 106∗ 103 59 95 106∗ 103 47 95
100-3 93.00∗ 90.00 54.00 91.00 93∗ 90 54 91 93∗ 90 54 91
100-4 24.00∗ 17.83 -7.76 21.24 26∗ 18 5 22 20∗ 13 -10 15
100-5 81.83∗ 77.00 56.17 80.66 82∗ 77 57 81 81∗ 77 55 79

NBR 29 1 0 3 30 1 0 7 28 2 0 6

Note. We use “∗” to mark the best result obtained by the four solution methods.

Note. The last row reports the total number of best results (i.e., entries marked with “∗”) in each column.

Table 6: Improvements (in %) of the HA against other heuristics.

Instance
Size (|Ω|)

Average Solution Best Solution Worst Solution
SHA1 SHA2 SHA3 SHA1 SHA2 SHA3 SHA1 SHA2 SHA3

50 4.15 29.37 3.18 4.53 29.13 3.10 3.29 33.60 2.97
60 4.91 48.18 2.47 5.55 46.75 2.55 4.81 48.97 3.03
70 3.88 45.54 1.89 4.66 44.04 1.50 3.38 54.90 5.43
80 4.01 49.81 2.89 4.22 46.09 1.22 3.26 55.82 3.43
90 22.94 122.69 9.72 24.21 85.06 4.25 17.50 75.33 12.52
100 10.36 164.68 5.69 12.37 209.03 6.64 13.99 168.61 10.15
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Table 7: Savings (in thousand US dollars) obtained by the HA against other heuristics.

Instance
Size (|Ω|)

Average Solution Best Solution Worst Solution
SHA1 SHA2 SHA3 SHA1 SHA2 SHA3 SHA1 SHA2 SHA3

50 7.90 48.98 6.29 8.70 48.90 6.30 6.30 52.50 5.70
60 11.04 76.47 5.76 12.60 75.60 6.12 10.80 77.04 6.84
70 9.15 68.27 4.50 10.92 69.30 3.78 7.98 73.50 12.60
80 10.49 74.37 7.66 11.04 70.56 3.36 8.64 82.08 8.64
90 30.91 74.30 15.77 32.94 68.04 8.64 23.76 63.45 18.90
100 12.60 145.14 10.28 13.80 123.00 10.80 12.60 147.75 12.60

Table 8: Average computational time (in seconds) for instances in Set B.

Instance Size (|Ω|) HA SHA1 SHA2 SHA3

50 42.55 0.12 0.31 47.42
60 100.64 0.25 0.34 230.21
70 147.40 0.26 0.60 98.51
80 321.20 0.42 1.61 440.02
90 290.00 0.35 1.32 309.27
100 502.92 0.49 0.86 747.46

4.4. Case Study619

To construct the 3RS, HKIA is now conducting a land reclamation project. The project, which620

will add approximately 650 hectares of new land for HKIA in only 4 years, is one of the largest621

land reclamation projects in the world. There are 102 barges working for the land reclamation622

project of HKIA. The detailed input of the case is presented in Appendix D.1. In June 2018,623

HKIA performed an evacuation of the 102 barges to protect them from an approaching storm. The624

details are as follows. On 9.00 a.m. on the first day, HKIA forecast a typhoon that threatened625

the safety of barges in the 3RS project site was expected to arrive at the project site in 60 hours.626

Hence, all barges must be evacuated to shelters before 9.00 p.m. on the third day. Knowing this,627

the managers in charge of the evacuation then generated a whole evacuation plan based on the628

rules of thumb. It took the managers more than 10 hours to work out the complete evacuation629

plan. The evacuation started at 9.00 a.m. on the second day, and the 102 barges were evacuated630

in 36 hours from the 3RS project site to shelters.631

We solve the same BEPP faced by HKIA by the HA (by using the data provided by HKIA).632

The algorithm was run 30 times using the settings as presented in Section 4.2. It converged to633

the same optimal start time (2.30 p.m. on the second day or α = 118) and the same optimal634

makespan (30.5 hours) in all the 30 runs. The computational times in the 30 runs are all less635

than 770 seconds. Detailed shelter and tug boat assignment results obtained by the algorithm are636

shown in Appendix D.2. In comparison, our proposed algorithm solves the problem in a much637

shorter time (less than 13 minutes) and the derived evacuation time is also considerably shorter.638

Hence, by using the algorithm, we not only greatly lessen the burden on managers in charge of the639

evacuation, but also save a lot of cost by enabling the evacuation to start at a later time.640

4.4.1. Impacts of Traffic Control in Shelters641

In this section, we consider the scenario where the traffic flows in the shelters (of type I) are642

strictly controlled to avoid congestion. To model such control, we require that (1) barges have to643

queue up when entering a shelter and (2) there should be a minimum headway between any two644

barges that sail into the same shelter consecutively. We denote such a minimum headway by MH,645
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which indicates that for two barges that sail into a shelter consecutively, the following barge can646

starting sailing into the shelter no earlier than MH unit times after the leading barge starts sailing647

into the shelter.648

To evaluate the impact of traffic control in shelters on the performance of the HA, we consider649

three settings of MH in the BEPP faced by HKIA, including MH = 0, MH = 1 and MH = 2.650

Note that when MH = 0, the BEPP is exactly the original problem we have solved in the case651

study. In addition, by setting MH = 2, we require the minimum headway between two barges to652

be 30 minutes. In view of the good sea condition and slow speed of barges in the shelters, this is653

already too “conservative” for real applications.654

We revised the HA to incorporate the queueing and minimum headway requirements (refer to655

Appendix C.2.3 for details). The revised HA was then used to solve the real case under MH = 1656

and MH = 2. For solving each problem, the algorithm was run 30 time using the settings as657

presented in Section 4.2. We present the results obtained by the HA for solving the real case under658

different MH in Appendix D.3. The results demonstrate that the algorithm converges to the same659

optimal solution in each run for solving the case when MH = 0 and MH = 1. The objective values660

obtained by the algorithm for solving the case under MH = 2 are also very close to those obtained661

under MH = 0 and MH = 1. We have also found that the tug boat and shelter assignment results662

delivered by the algorithm when solving the case under various MH are also very similar. As for663

the solution time, solving the case under MH = 1 and MH = 2 takes longer time than solving664

the original case. The results indicate that our algorithm is robust against changes in the traffic665

conditions in the shelters.666

5. Discussions667

Land reclamation has been widely used around the world as a remedy for insufficient land668

supply. Various working barges play a critical role in land reclamation projects such that the669

efficiencies of barges directly affect the process of a land reclamation project. In practice, hiring670

a working barge is expensive and any construction party of a land reclamation project intends671

to maximize the utilization of barges as much as possible. Barges are extremely vulnerable to672

bad weather in the sea and must be evacuated to shelters when facing an approaching storm.673

Therefore, the BEPP should be considered by the construction parties of many land reclamation674

projects. However, evacuating barges is not an easy task, as it involves the coordination of barges,675

tug boats, channels, and shelters. We solve this important yet challenging problem by formulating676

it as an MIP model, analyzing the features of the problem, and developing a tailored heuristic677

algorithm.678

We test the performance of the algorithm on a number of instances with different parameter679

settings. The results demonstrate that our algorithm obtains near-optimal solutions when solving680

problems with small scales and that it beats similar heuristics when solving problems with large681

scales. We also use the algorithm to solve a real case and the result is better than an evacuation682

plan generated manually. We have also presented the model, the algorithm, and the results to683

HKIA, and they agreed with the performance of the algorithm. The model and the algorithm684

provide references to HKIA in current evacuations. This indicates that our algorithm can provide685

high-quality evacuation plans to the BEPPs arising in different scenarios.686

Our algorithm generates a plan that enables the evacuation to start as late as possible. Using687

such a plan, the construction party is able to minimize the non-working time of barges in a storm.688

For the construction party, a late evacuation time means that all barges can work as normal in689

a longer time. This contributes to lower barge-hiring cost and an earlier completion time of the690

project.691

In the current BEPP, the objective is to maximize the start time. However, it is mentionable692

that with minor adaptations, the model and the algorithm can also solve the BEPP that aims to693
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minimize the evacuation duration under a given start time. This feature is preferable when the694

evacuation time window (i.e., the gap between the time a storm is forecast and its arrival time)695

is short or when safety is the most dominant consideration. In addition to the BEPP, another696

importation problem is how to move the barges from the shelters back to the project site after697

the storm. The model and algorithm developed for the BEPP provide references for solving this698

problem since many similarities are shared by the two problems.699

The study is based on the practical problem faced by HKIA, but the proposed model and700

algorithm are general such that they can be used to solve the BEPPs whose structures are different701

from the one faced by HKIA. For example, in the BEPP of HKIA, all barges are evacuated in702

three procedures (i.e., in-site tugging, open-sea tugging, and in-shelter tugging). Now consider703

the scenarios in which in-site tugging, in-shelter tugging, or both of them are unnecessary. Such704

scenarios are possible, for example, when the project site is directly connected to the open sea and705

barges do not have to travel through the channels to get to the open sea, and/or shelters are all706

of type II. To handle the BEPPs with such structures, one can set the numbers of tug boats and707

the times required by a barge in the in-site tugging and/or the in-shelter tugging to be zero in the708

model and in the algorithm.709

In the BEPP, all the parameters including the arrival time of the storm and the traveling times710

between the project site and the shelters are assumed to be deterministic. However, in practice,711

the evacuation may be affected by uncertainties such that both the arrival time and the traveling712

times are random. One approach to handle the uncertainties is to set all these parameters in713

a conservative manner and thus obtain a robust evacuation plan (this is also what we did when714

solving the case faced by HKIA). This approach is acceptable when high-quality estimations of these715

parameters can be made. However, when these parameters cannot be accurately estimated or can716

only be estimated with large variances, using this approach may lead to suboptimal evacuation717

plans. How to handle uncertainties in different BEPPs is, therefore, an interesting topic for future718

studies.719

6. Conclusion720

This paper addresses the BEPP that arises in a practical land reclamation project. We first721

propose a nonlinear MIP model for the considered problem, and then convert the model into a722

linear one. We also demonstrate that the general BEPP is strongly NP-hard. To solve the problem,723

a tailored heuristic algorithm is developed based on the special features of the problem. Extensive724

numerical experiments are performed and the results demonstrate the algorithm outperforms other725

solution methods for solving the BEPP with different sizes. We also apply the algorithm to solve726

a practical problem faced by HKIA, which further demonstrates the efficacy and efficiency of727

the algorithm. For future studies, a promising topic is to identify any possibilities for further728

improving the performance of the current algorithm, or for developing more advanced algorithms.729

As we discussed above, it is also interesting to explore approaches that can solve the BEPP under730

uncertainties.731
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Appendix A. Model Linearization812

We linearize the nonlinear model proposed in Section 3.1.3 by introducing additional decision813

variables $i
kt, ϑ

i
gt, and ϕigt and replace Constraints (12), (13), (14), (18), and (21) with the following814

constraints:815

$i
kt ≤ νki, ∀k ∈ Ψ,∀i ∈ Ω, ∀t ∈ T, (A.1)

816

$i
kt ≤ xit, ∀k ∈ Ψ,∀i ∈ Ω, ∀t ∈ T, (A.2)

817

$i
kt ≥ νki + xit − 1, ∀k ∈ Ψ, ∀i ∈ Ω,∀t ∈ T, (A.3)

818

$i
kt ∈ {0, 1}, ∀k ∈ Ψ, ∀i ∈ Ω,∀t ∈ T, (A.4)

819

ϑigt ≤ µgi, ∀g ∈ Θ, ∀i ∈ Ω, ∀t ∈ T, (A.5)

820

ϑigt ≤ yit, ∀g ∈ Θ,∀i ∈ Ω, ∀t ∈ T, (A.6)

821

ϑigt ≥ µgi + yit − 1, ∀g ∈ Θ, ∀i ∈ Ω,∀t ∈ T, (A.7)

822

ϑigt ∈ {0, 1}, ∀g ∈ Θ, ∀i ∈ Ω,∀t ∈ T, (A.8)

823

ϕigt ≤ µgi, ∀g ∈ Θ, ∀i ∈ Ω,∀t ∈ T, (A.9)

824

ϕigt ≤ zit, ∀g ∈ Θ, ∀i ∈ Ω,∀t ∈ T, (A.10)

825

ϕigt ≥ µgi + zit − 1, ∀g ∈ Θ, ∀i ∈ Ω, ∀t ∈ T, (A.11)

826

ϕigt ∈ {0, 1}, ∀g ∈ Θ, ∀i ∈ Ω,∀t ∈ T, (A.12)

827

$i
kt = 0, ∀t ∈ T \∆ki, ∀i ∈ Ω,∀k ∈ Ψ, (A.13)

828 ∑
k∈Ψ

∑
i∈Ω

t1∑
t=max{0,t1−a1

ki−b
1
k+1}

n1
i$

i
kt ≤

∑
h∈Φ

γ1
h, ∀t1 ∈ T, (A.14)

829 ∑
i∈Ω

t1∑
t=max{0,t1−si+1}

$i
kt ≤ 1, ∀k ∈ Ψ, ∀t1 ∈ T, (A.15)
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830 ∑
g∈Θ

∑
i∈Ω

t1∑
t=max{0,t1−a2

gi−b2g+1}

n2
iϑ

i
gt ≤ γ2

1 , ∀t1 ∈ T, (A.16)

831 ∑
i∈Ω

t1∑
t=max{0,t1−a3

gi−b3g+1}

n3
iϕ

i
gt ≤

∑
h∈Φ

γ3
gh, ∀g ∈ Θ,∀t1 ∈ T. (A.17)

Constraints (A.1)–(A.4) indicate that $i
kt = 1 if and only if νki = 1 and xit = 1 (i.e., barge832

i starts sailing in channel k at time point t). Similarly, Constraints (A.5)–(A.8) indicate that833

ϑigt = 1 if and only if µgi = 1 and yit = 1 (i.e., barge i is assigned to shelter g and starts its834

open-sea tugging at time point t), and Constraints (A.9)–(A.12) indicate that ϕigt = 1 if and only if835

νgi = 1 and zit = 1 (i.e., barge i is assigned to shelter g and starts berthing into the shelter at time836

point t). Finally, Constraints (A.13), (A.14), (A.15), (A.16), and (A.17) are the linear versions of837

Constraints (12), (13), (14), (18), and (21), respectively.838

Appendix B. Proof of the Strong NP-hardness839

The mathematical proof for Theorem 1 is as follows.840

Proof. We transform the Three-Machine Flow Shop Scheduling Problem (3M-FSP) to the decision841

version of the BEPP. The 3M-FSP can be stated as follows. There are a set Ω of jobs to be842

processed on three machines (M1, M2, and M3). Each job has to be processed on M1, then on843

M2, and lastly on M3. The processing time psi > 0 of each job i ∈ Ω on machine Ms (s = 1, 2, 3) is844

given. Preemption is not allowed. Each machine processes at most one job at a time, and each job845

is processed on at most one machine at a time. The 3M-FSP asks whether there is a processing846

schedule of jobs denoted by S such that the makespan (Cmax) for this problem is no larger than a847

constant λ.848

Given an arbitrary instance of 3M-FSP, we construct a corresponding instance of the BEPP as849

follows.850

There is a set Ω of barges (i’s) that have to be evacuated before the deadline D. Each barge851

needs to be evacuated in 3 procedures (s’s), including in-site tugging (s = 1), open-sea tugging852

(s = 2) and in-shelter tugging (s = 3). In this instance, there is only one available shelter (of Type853

I). Specifically, we set other parameters as follows (for simplicity, the subscripts for shelters are854

removed from the parameters).855

Cs =
∑
i∈Ω

pi, (B.1)

856

Cn = |Ω|, (B.2)

857

fi = 1, ∀i ∈ Ω, (B.3)

858

|Ψ| = |Ω|, (B.4)
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859

Γk = ∅, ∀k ∈ Ψ, (B.5)

860

∆ki = T, ∀k ∈ Ψ,∀i ∈ Ω, (B.6)

861

si = 0, ∀i ∈ Ω, (B.7)

862

a1
ki = a1

i , ∀k ∈ Ψ, (B.8)

863

asi = psi , ∀i ∈ Ω,∀s ∈ {1, 2, 3}, (B.9)

864

b1k = b1, ∀k ∈ Ψ, (B.10)

865

bs = 0, ∀s ∈ {1, 2, 3}, (B.11)

866

nsi = 1, ∀i ∈ Ω,∀s ∈ {1, 2, 3}, (B.12)

867

N1 = 3, (B.13)

868

N2 = 0, (B.14)

869

λ = D − λ. (B.15)

Clearly, this transformation can be conducted in polynomial time. We will further show that the870

reduction is pseudo-polynomial by showing that there exists a feasible solution to the constructed871

instance of BEPP with the starting time of the evacuation α ≥ λ if and only if the answer to872

the 3M-FSP is “yes”. For more details of a pseudo-polynomial reduction, refer to Leung (2004)873

and T’kindt and Billaut (2006). Suppose the answer to the 3M-FSP is “yes”. Let ζsi be the874

start time of processing job i on machine Ms in schedule S. It is easy to infer that in S all jobs875

i ∈ Ω are processed by Ms (s = 1, 2, 3) in the same sequence. Let in (n = 1, 2, ..., |Ω|) denote876

the nth processed job on the machines, then the following three properties must hold for S: (i)877

ζsin+1
≥ ζsin + psin , n = 1, 2, ..., |Ω| − 1, s = 1, 2, 3, (ii) ζs+1

in
≥ ζsin + psin , n = 1, 2, ..., |Ω|, s = 1, 2, and878

(iii) λ ≥ ζ3
i|Ω|

+ p3
i|Ω|

.879

Then consider the following solution to the constructed instance of the BEPP: (i) assign all880

barges to shelter G, (ii) assign one HT to each of the three procedures, (iii) evacuate barge i881

through channel k = i and (iv) for each i ∈ Ω, barge i starts its evacuation procedure s at time882

ζsi . Equation (B.1)–(B.3) indicate that every barge can moor into shelter G and the shelter has883

sufficient capacities to harbor all barges. Equation (B.4) guarantees the feasibility of the channel884

assignment. Besides, Equation (B.12) ensures that all barges can be evacuated by assigning one885

tug boat to each procedure. Equation (B.13) indicates that there are sufficient HTs to be assigned886
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to each procedure. Hence, to show the feasibility of the solution, it is sufficient to show that at887

time ζsi , barge i can start its evacuation in procedure s, and that α ≥ D − λ. We show these as888

follows.889

We first check the feasibility of tugging barges according to S for the procedure 1 (i.e., the890

in-site tugging procedure). Equations (B.5) and (B.6) indicate that barges can be tugged into the891

channels (i.e., start procedure s = 1) at any time (tidal conditions are always suitable and there892

always exists a channel that is free of traffic) and in any sequence (without precedence constraints).893

It is obvious that barge i1 can start the in-site tugging at time ζ1
i1

. Now suppose that barge in894

(n = 1, 2, ..., |Ω|−1) starts the in-site tugging at time ζ1
in

. Then in+1 can start its in-site tugging as895

early as ζ1
in

+a1
in

+b1. Considering that a1
in

= p1
in

, b1 = 0, and ζ1
in+1
≥ ζ1

in
+p1

in
, n = 1, 2, ..., |Ω|−1, it896

is feasible to start the in-site tugging procedure of barge in+1 at time ζ1
in+1

. Therefore, by induction,897

the feasibility of S for tugging barges in the in-site tugging procedure is proved. Then, look at the898

second procedure (i.e., the open-sea tugging). It is easy to see that barge i1 can start the open-sea899

tugging at time ζ2
i1

since ζ2
i1
≥ ζ1

i1
+ p1

i1
= ζ1

i1
+ a1

i . Suppose barge in (n = 1, 2, ..., |Ω| − 1) starts900

the open-sea tugging at time ζ2
in

. Then consider that (i) ζ2
in+1
≥ ζ1

in+1
+ p1

in+1
= ζ1

in+1
+a1

in+1
where901

ζ1
in+1

is the time barge in+1 starts its in-site tugging and that (ii) ζ2
in+1
≥ ζ2

in
+ p2

in
= ζ2

in
+ a2

in
+ b2902

(a2
in

= p2
in

and b2 = 0). It follows that barge in+1 can start the open-sea tugging at time ζ2
in+1

.903

Therefore, the feasibility of S for tugging barges in the open-sea tugging procedure can also be904

proved by induction. Following the same procedure we can also verify that barges can be tugged905

according to S in the in-shelter tugging procedure. Finally, in this constructed solution, the last906

evacuated barge (i.e., i|Ω|) starts berthing into shelter G at time ζ3
i|Ω|

, leading to the makespan907

equal to ζ3
i|Ω|

+ a3
i|Ω|

= ζ3
i|Ω|

+ p3
i|Ω|
≤ λ. Therefore, we have α ≥ D − λ = λ.908

Conversely, suppose that there exists a feasible solution to the constructed instance of the909

BEPP such that α ≥ D − λ. Firstly, as there is only one shelter that is able to harbor all barges,910

in any feasible solution to the instance, all barges should be assigned to the shelter. Secondly,911

considering that there are only 3 tug boats (HTs) and 3 evacuation procedures, in any feasible912

solution to the BEPP instance, exactly one barge should be assigned to one procedure. Finally,913

denote the schedule of barge evacuation procedures by E , and let εsi denote the time when barge914

i ∈ Ω starts procedure s = 1, 2, 3. It is easy to know that all barges i ∈ Ω are evacuated in the same915

sequence in different procedures. Let in (n = 1, 2, ..., |Ω|) be the nth evacuated barge, then the916

following three properties must hold for E : (i) εsin+1
≥ εsin+asin+bs, n = 1, 2, ..., |Ω|−1, s = 1, 2, 3, (ii)917

εs+1
in
≥ εsin+asin , n = 1, 2, ..., |Ω|, s = 1, 2, and (iii) λ ≥ ε3

i|Ω|
+a3

i|Ω|
. Considering asin = psin and bs = 0918

for s = 1, 2, 3, the properties are equivalent to: (i) εsin+1
≥ εsin + psin , n = 1, 2, ..., |Ω| − 1, s = 1, 2, 3,919

(ii) εs+1
in
≥ εsin + psin , n = 1, 2, ..., |Ω|, s = 1, 2, and (iii) λ ≥ ε3

i|Ω|
+ p3

i|Ω|
.920

Obviously, scheduling jobs in a fashion such that job i starts being processed on machine Ms at921

time εsi generates a feasible schedule with Cmax ≤ λ to the 3M-FSP. This completes the proof.922

Appendix C. Algorithm Details923

We present the details of the heuristic algorithm in this appendix.924

Appendix C.1. Pseudo-code of the Algorithm for the Shelter Assignment Procedure925
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Algorithm 1 The shelter assignment procedure.

Input: The berthing space (pi) of each barge i, the capacities (Cs
g and Cn

g ) of each shelter g, the time (a2
gi)

of tugging each barge i from the project site to each shelter g, and the shelter-barge compatibility index
fgi of each pair (g, i);

Output: The assigned shelter (asi) for each barge i and set of barges Ωg accommodated by shelter g;
1: Initialize Ωg = ∅, ∀g ∈ Θ;
2: Initialize the set of barges that have not been assigned to any shelter: Ω′ = Ω;
3: Initialize the available capacities of the shelters: lcsg = Cs

g, and lcng = Cn
g , ∀g ∈ Θ;

4: while Ω′ 6= ∅ do
5: I = arg maxi∈Ω′ pi;
6: Θ′ = {g|lcsg ≥ pI , lcng ≥ 1, fgi = 1, g ∈ Θ};
7: G = arg ming∈Θ′ a

2
gI ;

8: asI = G;
9: Ωg = Ωg

⋃
{I};

10: lcsg = lcsg − pI ;
11: lcng = lcng − 1;
12: Ω′ = Ω′ \ {I};
13: end while
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Appendix C.2. Details of the Heuristic for Solving the T-BEPP and the R-BEPP926

Appendix C.2.1. A Tabu Search Heuristic for Tug Boat Assignment927

TS is a local-search-based meta-heuristic designed to find near-optimal solutions for combina-928

torial optimization problems. The method was originally proposed by Glover (1989) and has been929

widely applied in solving practical assignment and scheduling problems (e.g., Chen et al., 2011 and930

Lai et al., 2016). In this step, we chose TS because (i) the problem is of high complexity, (ii) the931

neighborhood of an assignment problem is relatively narrow and (iii) similar solutions are more932

likely to be generated (in comparison with a sequencing problem).933

In the TS, the solutions can be presented by a 2 × (2 + N) matrix (denoted by Ξ), where N934

equals the number of shelters selected to harbor barges in the shelter assignment step (refer to935

Section 3.3.3) and the derived vectors Ξ1 and Ξ2 demonstrate the assignments of HTs and LTs,936

respectively. In particular, Ξ1
1 (resp. Ξ1

2) and Ξ2
1 (resp. Ξ2

2) are the numbers of HTs (resp. LTs)937

assigned to the in-site tugging and open-sea tugging procedures, respectively, and Ξ2+n
1 (resp.938

Ξ2+n
2 ) where n ∈ {1, 2, ..., N} denotes the number of HTs (resp. LTs) assigned to the nth selected939

shelter.940

Tug Boat Assignment Initialization. TS is by nature a local-search-based optimization algorithm,941

and in each iteration, it searches in the neighborhood of the current solution to find a new solution942

which will then replace the current one. In the TS, we use the initial tug boat assignment (denoted943

by Ξ̃) obtained by the following procedure to provide a starting point for the local search procedure944

when the TS is run for the first time (i.e., in the “Initial Makespan Calculation” step of the first945

stage of the solution algorithm; see Figure 7). In the procedure, we try to assign tug boats in a946

balanced manner, and the detailed steps are listed as follows:947

Step 1. Assign all the HTs to the sea-going tugging procedure.948

Step 2. Assign half of the LTs to the in-site tugging procedure.949

Step 3. Assign, from the remaining half of the LTs, maxi∈Ωg{n3
gi} LTs to each shelter g which950

has been selected to accommodate barges.951

Step 4. For LTs that have not been assigned in Steps 2 and 3, assign them to each shelter in952

proportion to
∑

i∈Ωg
n3
gi.953

In the subsequent runs (i.e., in the “Makespan Check” step of the second stage of the solution954

algorithm; see Figure 7), the TS starts from the best assignment pattern obtained in the previous955

runs.956

Neighborhood Construction. To construct the neighborhood (denoted by NB(Ξ)) for the current957

solution Ξ, we start by identifying boundaries for Ξd
c ’s where c ∈ {1, 2} and d ∈ {1, 2, ..., 2 + N}.958

To begin with, the following conditions provide valid lower and upper bounds for Ξd
c ’s:959 ∑

c∈{1,2}

Ξ1
c ≥ max

i∈Ω
n1
i , (C.1)

960

Ξ2
1 ≥ max

i∈Ω
n2
i , (C.2)
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961

Ξ2
2 = 0, (C.3)

962 ∑
c∈{1,2}

Ξ2+n
c ≥ max

i∈Ωgn
n3
gni, (C.4)

963 ∑
c∈{1,2}

Ξ2+n
c ≤

∑
i∈Ωgn

n3
gni, (C.5)

where gn stands for the nth used shelter and Ωgn denotes the set of barges assigned to this shelter.964

To construct the NB(Ξ) for Ξ, we generate new solutions by changing the assignment of HTs965

and LTs in Ξ (one tug boat at a time) and all the new solutions that satisfy conditions (C.1)–(C.5)966

will be added into NB(Ξ).967

Search Procedure. Before proposing the search procedure of the TS, we convert a solution Ξ into968

a set [Υ(Ξ)] of N tuples. In particular, tuple Pn = (TN1, TN2, TN
n
3 ) where n ∈ {1, 2, ..., N} cor-969

responds to an assignment pattern with TN1, TN2 and TNn
3 tug boats assigned to in-site tugging,970

open-sea tugging, and the in-shelter tugging of the nth used shelter, respectively. Obviously, any971

transition between Ξ and a new solution Ξ′ in NB(Ξ) will correspondingly get Υ(Ξ) replaced by972

Υ(Ξ′) where some tuples are removed and some new ones are added.973

In addition, we introduce the following notation. Let Cmax(Ξ) denote the makespan under974

the current solution Ξ (Cmax(Ξ) is obtained by the procedures given in Section Appendix C.2.2975

and Section Appendix C.2.3). In addition, let PM be the punishment multiplier for generating976

repeating tuples when a new solution is created to replace the current one and TL be the tabu977

length. The iterations within which tuple Pn is in tabu is denoted by π(Pn). The aspiration level978

of tuple Pn is denoted by λ(Pn). Further, the frequency of tuple Pn being generated in solutions is979

denoted by µ(Pn).980

The search procedure follows the rules shown below:981

• Some transitions from Ξ to Ξ′ ∈ NB(Ξ) may generate Pn’s that are in tabu. These transitions982

should be forbidden if all the newly generated Pn’s are in tabu. However, if Ξ′ yields a983

makespan that is smaller than the aspiration level λ(Pn) of at least one newly generated Pn,984

Ξ′ should be considered as a valid neighboring solution for Ξ, no matter whether there are985

newly generated Pn’s that are held in tabu or not;986

• In the algorithm, each Ξ′ is evaluated in terms of both the derived makespan and the level987

of originality. Therefore, a Ξ′ will be punished if some Pn’s that are newly added into Υ(Ξ)988

have been generated before. However, Ξ′ with Cmax(Ξ′) smaller than the incumbent Cmax(Ξ)989

is exempted from such punishment;990

• Ξ′ with the smallest v(Ξ′) (denoted by Ξ̂) is selected to replace Ξ in the next iteration991

(v(Ξ′)’s are calculated by adding the punishments (if any) for generating repeating Pn’s to992

the makespans Cmax(Ξ′)’s). Pn’s in Υ(Ξ)\Υ(Ξ̂) (i.e., Pn’s that are removed from the current993

solution) are held in tabu for the next TL iterations.994

We are now ready to introduce the search procedure of the TS, which is given in Algorithm 2.995
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Algorithm 2 The search procedure of the TS.

Input: Initial solution: Ξ̃ and controlling parameters: PM , TL;
Output: Best makespan C∗max and best solution Ξ∗;
1: π(Pn) = 0, λ(Pn) = M (M is a large constant), and µ(Pn) = 0, ∀Pn, ∀n ∈ {1, 2, ..., N};
2: Ξ=Ξ̃;
3: Ξ∗ = Ξ, C∗max=Cmax(Ξ);
4: λ(Pn) = C∗max,∀Pn ∈ Υ(Ξ);
5: for κ = {1, ..., κmax} do
6: Construct neighbourhood NB(Ξ);
7: Initialize the set of valid candidates NB(Ξ) in NB(Ξ) as NB(Ξ) = ∅;
8: for Ξ′ ∈ NB(Ξ) do
9: Initialize validness V A of Ξ′ as V A = 0;

10: for Pn ∈ Υ(Ξ′) \Υ(Ξ) do
11: if π(Pn) < κ or Cmax(Ξ′) < λ(Pn) then
12: V A = 1;
13: Break the For-loop;
14: end if
15: end for
16: if V A = 1 then
17: NB(Ξ) = NB(Ξ)

⋃
Ξ′;

18: end if
19: end for
20: for Ξ′ ∈ NB(Ξ) do
21: if Cmax(Ξ′) < Cmax(Ξ) then
22: v(Ξ′) = Cmax(Ξ′);
23: else
24: v(Ξ′) = Cmax(Ξ′) + PM

∑
Pn∈Υ(Ξ′)\Υ(Ξ) µ(Pn);

25: end if
26: end for
27: if NB(Ξ) 6= ∅ then

28: Ξ̂ = arg minΞ′∈NB(Ξ) v(Ξ′);

29: for Pn ∈ Υ(Ξ̂) \Υ(Ξ) do
30: µ(Pn) = µ(Pn) + 1;
31: end for
32: for Pn ∈ Υ(Ξ) \Υ(Ξ̂) do
33: π(Pn) = κ+ TL;
34: end for
35: for Pn ∈ Υ(Ξ̂) do

36: if Cmax(Ξ̂) < λ(Pn) then

37: λ(Pn) = Cmax(Ξ̂);
38: end if
39: end for
40: if C∗max > Cmax(Ξ̂) then

41: C∗max = Cmax(Ξ̂);

42: Ξ∗ = Ξ̂;
43: end if
44: Ξ = Ξ̂;
45: end if
46: end for
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Appendix C.2.2. A Simulated Annealing Algorithm for Barge Sequencing996

This section introduces the SA for optimizing the evacuation sequence among the barges under997

a given tug boat assignment pattern delivered by the TS algorithm. SA has been applied to998

solve many complicated combinatorial optimization problems (Tierney et al., 2014 and Dixon and999

Thompson, 2016, for instance). We chose SA in this step because of the discrete nature of the1000

solution and the complexity of a solution. Other popular search heuristics (e.g., Tabu Search,1001

Genetic Algorithm) require memory for multiple solutions, which can be very large, especially for1002

a sequencing problem. Like TS, SA starts with an initial solution and then improves the current1003

solution by searching in its neighborhood.1004

Evacuation Sequence Initialization. To obtain high-quality initial sequences, the following proce-1005

dures are used to generate the initial solutions. We initialize the barge evacuation sequences for the1006

SA in the first iteration of the TS when solving the T-BEPP and in the first iteration of the first run1007

of the TS when solving the R-BEPP. Note that in other iterations of the TS to solve the T-BEPP1008

or the R-BEPP, the SA starts from the best sequence obtained in the previous runs. The sequence1009

is constructed by adding barges one by one. At each time for sequence extension, we select the1010

barge to extend the sequence in a greedy way. The extension procedure includes two steps. First,1011

we assign each barge i a sequencing weight wi which is calculated by wi = 1000BNi − 100pi +Di,1012

where BNi denotes the number of barges blocked by barge i from sailing into the channels, and1013

Di stands for the draft of the barge. During the sequencing process, in any set Ωg of shelter g (Ωg1014

is the set of barges assigned to shelter g), the barge with the largest wi will be searched first. We1015

set wi in this manner to evacuate barges that block others from using certain channels first, and to1016

evacuate barges with smaller sizes first. This enables us to make all channels accessible to barges1017

as soon as possible, and evacuating smaller barges first leads to a more flexible usage of tug boats.1018

When adding a new barge into the sequence, we tend to select the one that generates the least1019

waiting time in the outer anchorages of the shelters (i.e., the time inteval between the arrival of1020

the barge in the outer anchorage of a shelter and the start of the in-shelter tugging procedure). In1021

addition to the waiting time of barges, the delays of tug boats and the balance among workloads1022

of tug boat in shelters are also considered when sequencing the barges. Algorithms 3 and 41023

demonstrate the detailed procedure. Additional notation used in the algorithms is introduced in1024

Table C.1.1025

Table C.1: Additional notation used in Algorithms 3 and 4.
σ Queue that records the sequence to start evacuating the barges.
dl1i Delay caused by tidal conditions for barge i in the in-site tugging procedure.
dl2i Delay caused by tidal conditions for barge i in the open-sea tugging procedure.
dl3i Waiting time of barge i in the outer anchorages of the shelters.
ABg Number of barges that have been added into σ, among those assigned to shelter g.
Ω′g Set of barges that are assigned to shelter g and have not been added into σ.
SIi Index for barge selection when a partial σ is extended, which is calculated by Equation (C.6).
ts1 Set of tug boats assigned to the in-site tugging procedure.
ts2 Set of tug boats assigned to the open-sea tugging procedure.
ts3

g Set of tug boats assigned to the in-shelter tugging procedure of shelter g.
trh Ready time of tug boat h to serve barges.
crk Ready time of channel k to evacuate barges.
q1
i Earliest time for barge i to start in-site tugging.
q2
i Earliest time for barge i to start open-sea tugging.
q3
i Earliest time for barge i to start in-shelter tugging.
M A large constant.
min[n](S) Function that returns the nth smallest value in set S.
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SIi is calculated using the following equation:1026

SIi = sw1
i dl

1
i + sw2

i dl
2
i + sw3

i dl
3
i + sw4

iABG, (C.6)

where G = asi is obtained by Algorithm 1, and sw1
i , sw

2
i , and sw3

i are the weights for dl1i , dl
2
i ,1027

and dl3i , respectively. For a given i, we set sw1
i = 1/CN + n1

i /TN1, sw2
i = n2

i /TN2, sw3
i = 1,1028

and sw4
i = 1, where CN represents the number of channels, and TN1 and TN2 stand for the total1029

number of tug boats assigned to the in-site tugging procedure and the open-sea tugging procedure,1030

respectively. Given a group of candidate barges, the one with the least SIi will be selected to1031

extend σ. Note that sw1
i and sw2

i are set equal to the proportion of tug boats or channels that1032

are affected by the delay caused by tidal conditions. Meanwhile, by setting sw3
i and sw4

i to be1033

1, which are generally larger than sw1
i and sw2

i , we put more weights on balancing the workload1034

among shelters. Furthermore, when tidal conditions are omitted (i.e., in the T-BEPP), for any i,1035

dl1i and dl2i equal 0, and thus only dl3i and ABG are considered.1036

Algorithm 3 The initial sequencing procedure in the SA.

Input: The sequencing weight (wi) for each barge i, and the set of barges (Ωg) to be evacuated to each
shelter g.

Output: σ;
1: Initialize σ = ∅, trh = 0, ∀h ∈ Φ, crk = 0, ∀k ∈ Ψ, ABg = 0 and Ω′g = Ωg, ∀g ∈ Θ and set

Θ′ = {g|Ω′g 6= ∅, g ∈ Θ};
2: while Θ′ 6= ∅ do
3: Initialize the upper bound for SIi’s: SI = M ;
4: Update the set of barges that have not been added into σ: Ω′ =

⋃
g∈Θ′ Ω

′
g;

5: for g ∈ Θ′ do
6: Ω′′g = Ω′g;
7: while Ω′′g 6= ∅ do
8: I = arg mini∈Ω′′g

(wi);
9: Calculate SII using Algorithm 4;

10: if SII < SI then
11: SI = SII , i∗ = I;
12: end if
13: if dl1I = 0 (dl1I is obtained by Algorithm 4) then
14: Break the inner While-loop;
15: end if
16: Ω′′g = Ω′′g \ {I};
17: end while
18: end for
19: σ = σ ∪ {i∗};
20: G = asi∗ (asi∗ is the shelter assigned to harbor barge i∗.);
21: ABG = ABG + 1;
22: Ω′G = Ω′G \ {i∗};
23: if Ω′G = ∅ then
24: Θ′ = Θ′ \G;
25: end if
26: Update trh and crk for evacuating barge i∗ using List Scheduling;
27: end while
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Algorithm 4 The procedure to calculate SII .

Input: trh, crk, ABg, G = asI (the shelter assigned to harbor barge I), and Ω′ which is obtained from
Algorithm 3;

Output: SII , and dl1I ;
1: Initialize SII = M , and q1

I = M ;
2: for k ∈ Ψ do
3: if

⋃
j∈Ω′{j|(j, I) ∈ Γk} = ∅ then

4: if q1
I > crk then

5: q1
I = crk;

6: K = k;
7: end if
8: end if
9: end for

10: if q1
I < M then

11: if min[n1
I ]h∈ts1(trh) > q1

I then
12: q1

I = min[n1
I ]h∈ts1(trh);

13: end if
14: if q1

I ∈ ∆KI then
15: dl1I = 0;
16: else
17: eI = mint∈∆KI :t≥q1I (t)

18: dl1I = eI − q1
I ;

19: q1
I = eI ;

20: end if
21: q2

I = min[n2
I ]h∈ts2(trh);

22: if q2
I ≥ q1

I + a1
KI then

23: dl2I = 0;
24: else
25: q2

I = q1
I + a1

KI ;
26: if q2

I > q1
I + a1

KI − dl1I then
27: dl2I = q1

I + a1
KI − q2

I ;
28: else
29: dl2I = dl1I ;
30: end if
31: end if
32: q3

I = min[n3
GI ]h∈ts3G(trh);

33: if q3
I < q2

I + a2
GI then

34: dl3I = 0;
35: else
36: dl3I = q3

I − (q2
I + a2

GI);
37: end if
38: end if
39: Calculate SII using Equation (C.6);
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Neighborhood Construction and Search Procedure. The SA seeks to improve the initial solution in1037

a given number of iterations. In each iteration, the algorithm searches in the neighborhood of the1038

incumbent solution and selects one solution from the neighborhood to replace the incumbent. For1039

an incumbent solution, we construct its neighborhood by taking advantage of Observation 2. In1040

particular, we generate the neighborhood of the solution by swapping each barge in the solution1041

with its followers in σ, one by one, until a follower that is assigned to the same shelter with the1042

barge is found. Details for constructing the neighborhood are demonstrated in Algorithm 5, where1043

we let σ = [i1, i2, ..., i|Ω|] denote the incumbent solution and asin be the assigned shelter for barge1044

in.

Algorithm 5 The neighborhood construction procedure for the SA.

Input: The incumbent solution (σ);
Output: Neighborhood of the solution NB(σ);
1: Initialize NB(σ) = ∅;
2: for n ∈ {1, 2, ..., |Ω| − 1} do
3: for m ∈ {i+ 1, i+ 2, ..., |Ω|} do
4: if asim 6= asin then
5: Generate a new solution by swapping in and im, and add it into NB(σ);
6: else
7: Break the inner For-loop;
8: end if
9: end for

10: end for

1045

After the neighborhood of the incumbent solution is constructed, we calculate the makespan1046

of each solution using the method proposed in Section Appendix C.2.3. Then, we identify the1047

solution with the minimum makespan (we denote the solution and the corresponding makespan1048

by σ∗ and Cmax(σ∗), respectively), if Cmax(σ∗) < Cmax(σ), we replace σ with σ∗, otherwise, we1049

replace σ with σ∗ with probability p = e
Cmax(σ∗)−Cmax(σ)

bcτ , where bc is Boltzmann constant and τ1050

is the current “temperature” of the system. In particular, τ is calculated by τ = τ0ρ
iters, where1051

τ0 is the “starting temperature”, 0 < ρ < 1 is the “temperature reduction rate”, and iters is the1052

current number of iterations exacuated in the SA.1053

Appendix C.2.3. Resource Scheduling1054

Resource scheduling aims at assigning the channel and the tug boats to serve each barge in1055

each evacuation procedure and deciding the start time of each evacuation procedure of each barge,1056

where the assignment of barges among shelters (see Section 3.3.3), the assignment pattern of tug1057

boats among evacuation procedures and shelters (see Section Appendix C.2.1), and the evacuation1058

sequence of the barges (see Section Appendix C.2.2) are all known. As suggested in Observation 3,1059

we adopt List Scheduling in this step. Note that we can extend the resource scheduling procedure1060

to strictly control congestion in the shelters. In particular, we can take the entrance of a shelter1061

as a resource. Then, we set a minimum headway between two barges that sail consecutively into1062

the shelter when “assigning” the entrance to the barges.1063

Appendix D. Supplementary Data in the Case Study1064

We present the supplementary data in the case study in this appendix.1065
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Appendix D.1. Input Data of the Real Case1066

The input data of the BEPP face by HKIA are listed as follows. To begin with, table D.2 shows1067

the configuration of the barge fleet (including 102 barges). These barges are divided into three1068

groups according to their sizes. Besides, among all barges, there are 90 small draft barges (whose1069

drafts are within [2, 6]) and 12 large draft barges (whose drafts are within (6, 9]).1070

Table D.2: Parameters of the barges in the real case.

Size group Length range(m) Shelter space1,2 Number of barges

Small [0, 50] 1.0 52
Medium [50, 75] 1.5 40

Large [75, 100] 2.0 10

Note1: The number of unit sizes a barge occupies when berthing in a shelter.

Note2: One unit size is a 50-metre-long equivalent.

The parameters of the shelters are shown in Table D.3. Note that in this table the capacity of a1071

shelter is reported in the format of “total available space (largest number of barges it can harbor)”.1072

If there are no particular limitations for the number of barges, we report it by “–”. Besides, we1073

report the time taken for the open-sea tugging of barges from the project site to different shelters1074

in columns named “Time 1”, and report the sailing time of tug boats from shelters back to the 3RS1075

project site in columns named “Time 2”. In addition, for shelters where the “Eastward Evacuation1076

Routes” (i.e., routes without traversing the HZM bridge) are shorter, all barges evacuated to them1077

will use the “Eastward Evacuation Routes” in the open-sea tugging procedure. However, as shown1078

in Figure 2, for shelters where the “Westward Evacuation Routes”, (i.e., routes traversing the HZM1079

bridge) are shorter, barges evacuated to them may use different routes. In particular, barges having1080

a height less than 41 meters will use the “Westward Evacuation Routes”, while barges higher than1081

41 meters will use the “Eastward Evacuation Routes”, due to the limited vertical clearance of the1082

HZM bridge. Note that for each route of each shelter we set congruent “Time 1”s (resp. “Time1083

2”s) for all barges (resp. tug boats). In Table D.3, we report the attributes of routes that are only1084

available for barges with a height less than 41 meters in the column named “Route 2”, and the1085

attributes of routes that are available for all barges are reported in columns named “Route 1”. Of1086

the 102 barges, 24 of them are higher than 41 meters.1087

Table D.3: Parameters of the shelters in the real case.

Shelter Type
Capacity

Size limit1 Route 1 Route 2
(in unit sizes) Time 1 (h) Time 2 (h) Time 1 (h) Time 2 (h)

A I 60(–) Large 2.5 0.5 – –
B I 20(–) Large 3.0 1.0 – –
C II 6(3)2 Large 3.0 1.0 – –
D I 15(–) Large 10.5 3.0 8.5 2.5
E I 30(–) Small 6.0 2.0 – –
F I 30(–) Large 2.0 0.5 – –

Note1: The largest size of barges a shelter can harbour.

Note2: In Shelter C, each vessel moors using two mooring buoys, regardless of their sizes. In this shelter, there

are in total six mooring buoys, and thus at most 3 vessels can berth in it.
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A fleet of tug boats is available to serve the barges during the evacuation. The tug fleet is1088

composed of 30 HTs and 20 LTs. Table D.4 demonstrates the parameters of the tug boats in1089

different evacuation procedures.1090

Table D.4: Parameters of tug boat usage.

Procedure Barge Size Type Number Time 1 (h)1,3 Time 2 (h)2,3

In-site tugging
Small HTs and LTs 1

2.0 0.25Medium HTs and LTs 1
Large HTs and LTs 2

Open-sea tugging
Small HTs 1

Refer to Table D.3Medium HTs 2
Large HTs 3

In-shelter tugging4
Small HTs and LTs 1

2.5 0.25Medium HTs and LTs 1
Large HTs and LTs 1

Note1: Time for tugging a barge in different evacuation procedures.

Note2: Time for a tug boat to return to the site area, outer anchorage of the site, or outer anchorage

of the shelter after completing a towage in different evacuation procedures.

Note3: “Time 1”s and “Time 2”s are congruent for all barges and tug boats, respectively.

Note4: Only for Type I shelters.

There are three channels that connect the project site with the open sea. For barges that sail1091

consecutively in the same channel, the minimum interval between the start times of their in-site1092

tugging procedures is 15 minutes. The tidal condition is shown in Figure D.1, which gives an1093

illustration of feasible time windows for tugging barges with different drafts into the channels on a1094

typical day. In particular, barges with small drafts (i.e., drafts no larger than Draft 1 in this figure)1095

can be tugged into the channels at any time. However, for barges whose drafts are larger than1096

Draft 1, they can only be tugged into the channels within suitable time windows, and the time1097

windows become narrower for barges with larger drafts (e.g., the time windows for barges with1098

Draft 3 are narrower than those with Draft 2). We simulate the tidal condition in the channels1099

using the curve 9 + 3 sin πh
24 , where h = {1, ..., 96} represents the length (unit times) after zero1100

o’clock in a day, and a unit time equals 15 minutes. For each channel, three or four barges work1101

near the entrance of the channel, and they should be evacuated out of the project site first before1102

other barges sail into the channel.1103

Appendix D.2. Shelter and Tug Boat Assignment Results in the Real Case1104

The shelter and tug boat assignment results obtained in one of the runs of the HA are shown1105

in Table D.1 (there are small variations in tug boat assignments among different runs).1106
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Figure D.1: The tidal condition in the channels in the real case.

Table D.1: The resource assignment result.

Shelter
Accommodated Barges Assigned Tug boats

Small Barges Medium Barges Large Barges LTs HTs

A 0 26 10 4 0
B 19 0 0 2 1
C1 3 0 0 – –
D 0 0 0 0 0
E 22 0 0 3 0
F 8 14 0 3 0

Total 52 40 10 12 1

Tug boats assigned to the in-site tugging procedure 8 5
Tug boats assigned to the open-sea tugging procedure 0 24

Note1: Barges can be berthed into Shelter C directly from the open sea, and no specific

tug boats for in-shelter tugging are required.

Appendix D.3. Results of the Real Case under Different Traffic Control in the Shelters1107

Table D.2 reports the performances of the HA for solving the real case under different settings1108

of the minimum headway between two barges in the shelters. Column 1 presents the value of MW1109

in each instance. Columns 2 to 4 report the average objective value (i.e., α), the average objective1110

value (i.e., α) of the best solution, and the average objective value (i.e., α) of the worst solution in1111

30 runs, respectively. Column 5 presents the average solution time (in seconds) in the 30 runs.1112

Table D.2: Solution Results of the Real Case under Different MW .

Headway
(MW )

Solution
Time(s)

Average Best Worst

0 118.00 118 118 693.33
1 118.00 118 118 857.63
2 115.40 117 115 1104.90
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